
Members are reminded that they must declare all relevant pecuniary and non-
pecuniary interests relating to any items of business to be 

discussed at this meeting 
 

  

BIRMINGHAM CITY COUNCIL 

  

NORTHFIELD DISTRICT COMMITTEE  

 

 

FRIDAY, 18 MARCH 2016 AT 14:00 HOURS  

IN COMMITTEE ROOMS 3 & 4, COUNCIL HOUSE, VICTORIA 

SQUARE, BIRMINGHAM, B1 1BB 

 

A G E N D A 

 

      
1 NOTICE OF RECORDING  

 
The Chairman to advise the meeting to note that this meeting will be webcast for 
live and subsequent broadcast via the Council's Internet site 
(www.birminghamnewsroom.com) and that members of the press/public may 
record and take photographs. The whole of the meeting will be filmed except 
where there are confidential or exempt items.  
 

 

      
2 APOLOGIES  

 
   
 

 

3 - 36 
3 MINUTES  

 
To confirm and sign the Minutes of the meetings held on 20 November 2015 and 
the 22 January 2016. 
 

 

37 - 46 
4 BIRMINGHAM CYCLE REVOLUTION PHASES 2&3 CONSULTATION  

 
This item is for information only. 
 

 

      
5 NORTHFIELD POOL AND FITNESS CENTRE - UPDATE  

 
Paul Walls, Leisure Project and Client Manager and Jamie Bryant, Partnership 
Manager, Birmingham Community Leisure Trust will give a verbal update on the 
item. 
 

 

47 - 124 
6 HOUSING TRANSFORMATION BOARD PERFORMANCE REPORT 

QUARTER 3 2015/16  
 
Report of the Strategic Director, Place. 
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125 - 142 
7 NORTHFIELD DISTRICT ANTI-SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR: 

NEIGHBOURHOOD CHALLENGE   
 
Councillor Steve Booton: Lead Member will present the item. 
 

 

      
8 DISTRICT YOUTH CHAMPION - UPDATE  

 
Councillors Brett O’Reilly and Eddie Freeman will give an update on the item. 
 

 

      
9 OTHER URGENT BUSINESS  

 
To consider any items of business by reason of special circumstances (to be 
specified) that in the opinion of the Chairman are matters of urgency. 
 

 

      
10 DATE OF NEXT NORTHFIELD DISTRICT COMMITTEE   

 
To note that the next Northfield District Committee meeting will be held on Friday 
24 June 2016, at 1400 hours in Committee Rooms 3&4, Council House, Victoria 
Square, Birmingham. 
 

 

      
11 AUTHORITY TO CHAIRMAN AND OFFICERS  

 
Chairman to move:- 
 
'In an urgent situation between meetings, the Chair jointly with the relevant Chief 
Officer has authority to act on behalf of the Committee'. 
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BIRMINGHAM CITY COUNCIL 
 
 

NORTHFIELD DISTRICT 
COMMITTEE 
FRIDAY, 20 NOVEMBER 2015 
 

 
 
 MINUTES OF A MEETING OF THE NORTHFIELD DISTRICT COMMITTEE HELD 

ON FRIDAY 20 NOVEMBER 2015 AT 1400 HOURS, IN COMMITTEE ROOMS 3 & 
4, COUNCIL HOUSE, BIRMINGHAM 

 
 
 PRESENT: - Councillor Peter Griffiths in the Chair. Councillors Andy Cartwright, 

Peter Douglas Osborn, Simon Jevon, Jess Phillips, Valerie Seabright, Randal Brew, 
Debbie Clancy and Steve Booton.   

 

                  ALSO PRESENT: - 
   
 Ruth Bowles, Place Manager, Northfield Ward 

Richard Burden, Member of Parliament, Northfield Constituency 
Kam Hundal, Employment Manager, Economy 
Paul Phillips, Senior Employment Engagement Officer, DWP 
Councillor Samuel Goodwin, Frankley in Birmingham Parish Council 
Errol Wilson, Committee Manager 
 

 
  

************************************* 
 
 
 NOTICE OF RECORDING 
 
223 The District Committee were advised that the meeting would be webcast for live or 

subsequent broadcast via the Council’s Internet site and members of the 
press/public may record and take photographs except where there were confidential 
or exempt items.   

 ___________________________________________________________________ 
 
 APOLOGIES 
  
224 Apologies for non-attendance were submitted on behalf of Councillors Ian Cruise, 

Brett O’Reilly and Eddie Freeman.  
___________________________________________________________________ 

  
 MINUTES 
   
 The following amendments were noted: - 
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The last paragraph on page 8 line 2 “… Plan was drawn up if they had significantly 
…” should read “… Plan was drawn up they had significantly …”  

 
Page 9, second paragraph line 4, “… Levy y comes …” should read “… Levy comes 
…” 

 
Minute No. 213 
 
The title of the item should be “Birmingham Council Housing Investment Programme 
…” not “Birmingham Council Hopusing Investment Programme …” 
 
Page 10, paragraph 5, line 3 “… Thorough Grove …” should read “… Farrell Grove 
…” 
 
Minute No. 215  
 
The second paragraph line 3, “… straining on the …” should read “… training on the 
…” 
 

225  RESOLVED: - 
 

That, subject to the inclusion of the amendments, the minutes of the meetings heldon 
the 18 September 2015, having been previously circulated, were confirmed and 
signed by the Chairman.  

 
Councillor Seabright made reference to the first paragraph in relation to the Ward by 
Ward breakdown on page 14 of the minutes and advised that this had not happened.  
She added that no progress had been made on the speed visors.  She enquired 
whether a letter was sent to Police Constable Marjorie Levy.  The District Convention 
was not included on this agenda. 
 
Councillor Brew referred to page 14 of the minutes in relation to Councillor 
Cartwright’s request for the Youth Service to be placed as an item on a future 
agenda and requested that this be done for a substantive debate.  The Chairman 
suggested that this be included as an item on the agenda for March 2016.  
Councillor Douglas Osborn stated that the Square Club had been destined for sale.  
He enquired when it would be placed on the market and whom it would be sold to.   
 
The Chairman undertook to pass the enquiry onto the estates section for guidance.   
He advised that as far as he was aware the letter had not been sent to Constable 
Levy, but that he would speak with Richard Davies, Northfield District Head 
concerning the issue. 
 
Councillor Clancy referred to the template for the community governance structure 
and enquired when this could be expected.  The Chairman advised that Mr Davies 
undertook to arrange for this to be done as soon as the template.  
 
Richard Burden, MP raised the issues of the North Worcestershire Golf Course 
(NWGC) and advised that he had received an email earlier this week, which had 
suggested that apparently, the Golf Club had written to their members confirming 
that the Golf Club would close in March 2016.  He advised that the resident who had 
informed him of this had stated that if the Golf Club was closing, this could mean that 
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the land had been approved to be developed.  Mr Burden advised that this did not 
mean anything of the kind as it was two separate processes.  He added that it was 
worth the Committee logging that information and that the position as outlined in the 
previous minutes remained the case i.e. planning assumption was that there was still 
no development.  The Inspector had not changed this and no planning application 
was submitted by Bloor Homes.   
 
The Chairman commented that this was the position as he understood it and that he 
and Councillor Douglas Osborn were members of the Planning Committee and they 
did not receive an application for consideration. 
 
Councillor Brew commented that his understanding was Bloor Homes was 
subsidising the Club by a substantial amount year–on-year and wondered whether 
that had now ceased. 
 
The Chairman advised that in relation to the speed visors, he had read an email 
today that was sent to the District Engineer from the Northfield office, requesting that 
he substantiate where the expenditure from the Community Chest went.  He added 
that he did not felt that the bill had been paid yet and that it had been held where 
Kings Norton was concerned as there was no evidence to suggest that it had been 
spent in Kings Norton. 
 
Councillor Cartwright stated that with regard to NWGC, it was vital that they get Bloor 
Homes to attend a meeting in the District especially as there were a number of 
residents who lived in close proximity of NWGC who had concerns.  This was 
something they could not pull the wool over, especially with the road consultations 
that were being undertaken.  This would have an effect on the consultations 
concerning road, parking in the area schools, health centres etc.  Councillor 
Cartwright added that pressure needed to be placed on Bloor Homes and for action 
to be taken concerning the issue. 
 
The Chairman advised that they were not in a position to take any action as no 
planning application was submitted.  It was just hearsay at present.  Councillor Brew 
stated that this was correct, but that like Councillor Cartwright, he had concerns and 
residents were entitled to have a repeat of the consultation as the last meeting with 
Bloor Homes was two years ago.  Bloor Homes had promised to come back with the 
basics and they needed to be held to that promise. 
_________________________________________________________________ 

 
 CHANGE TO ORDER OF BUSINESS 
 
226 The Chairman advised that he would take agenda item 5 ahead of the remaining 

reports. 
_________________________________________________________________ 
             
 NORTHFIELD DISTRICT JOBS AND SKILLS PLAN 
 

 The following report was submitted:- 
 

(See Document No. 3) 
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Kam Hundal, Employment Manager and Paul Phillips, Senior Employment 
Engagement Manager, DWP, presented the item and drew the committee’s attention 
to the information contained in the draft document.   
 
Councillor Seabright stated that she welcomed the initiatives, but voiced concerns at 
the level of unemployment in Northfield District, particularly in Kings Norton where 
there was a lot of poverty, unemployment, a number of Not in Education 
Employment or Training (NEET).  She added that having looked at the report; they 
were not giving enough focus on these areas.   
 
Councillor Seabright advised that some of the premises being put forward in the Plan 
concerning the improvements, skills, training etc. were out of touch with the real 
world.  The Government was cutting funding to Further and Higher Education.  If you 
look at one off these premises, you would think it was great, but if you live in Kings 
Norton or Longbridge, it takes 35 minutes to get to the University Hospital 
Birmingham (UHB) who were cutting staff and wanted skilled and higher level staff, 
which the y did not have sufficient numbers for.  This was a catch 22 situation, 
unless you have the training and the courses on offer for those lower skilled, you will 
not get the improvement in that employment.      
 
Looking at the further education issues where Birmingham was concerned, there 
was going to be some drastic cuts where they were considering a reduction in the 
number of colleges.  A large proportion of colleges cut their more substantive 
courses at the end of which was now leisure and tourism etc. and they had lost out 
on technology which was the one thing they wanted in this area.   
 
Kings Norton Ward had a massive promise of serious investments a number of years 
ago which seemed to have disappeared following the New Deal.  The £150m was 
less than half of what they were originally promised.  The idea was that they would 
regenerate the area, reintroduce the community that was there.  People who lived 
there could not get a place to live and it was not being built for the local people and 
was for anyone else who could get in.  The policy of how people were allocated 
properties back into the area needed to be looked at. 
 
Councillor Jevon made reference to the lack of work experience for young people 
and enquired how the businesses were being sought out to create these places.  He 
further enquired whether there was anything that the Committee could do to help 
getting the extra places. 
 
Mr Phillips stated that a number of ways both locally and pan-district, in March 2015, 
his District manager, Nigel Kinton launched a challenge together with Birmingham 
City Council Leader, Sir Albert Bore, to find 10,000 work experience places across 
Birmingham.  They were currently well over that target within the 12 month period.   
Essentially, what the Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) was doing on the 
ground was engaging with employers not only to talk about vacancies, but to broker 
those relationships around work experience.   
 
Work experience for some employers had been a scary prospect as there was paper 
work to complete.  There was not in fact one form to complete and they support the 
employers with and would talk through and support by being on site for the first 
period of work experience to facilitate the process and to make suggestions as to 
what that work experience individual might benefit from for the 2 – 8 week period that 
they were spending on work experience. 
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Virtually every intervention/conversation with an employer they had, they would talk 
to them about work experience, how to get individuals out of a vicious circle where 
they were applying for a job, but they were immediately sifted out because they do 
not have any work experience.  They had seen how valuable the experience could 
be.  They did not have any issue on persuading people how valuable work 
experience could be.  If somebody was taking a young person or a person of any 
age on, for a period of work experience, there was an investment there for the 
employer.  There was a social responsibility aspect with that, but the benefits of the 
parties were explained by the DWP.           
 
They had a database of employers that they were working with in Birmingham and 
Solihull and they were growing that database daily. They would shortly be working 
with another part of the organisation that would pass their employer leads to them 
that would build on the database.  Every organisation they were talking to, they were 
underlining the merits of work experience.  They presently have 600 agreements in 
Birmingham and Solihull from large and medium sized organisations that were 
following the work experience programme.  Some of this was on Birmingham City 
Council’s website and was informing them of what the individuals thought about their 
time of employment and were getting positive feedback from the individuals. 
 
Mr Burden endorsed the context that Councillor Seabright mentioned and 
commented that the elephant in the room around all of this was a lot of what was 
happening around Further Education (FE) and adult skills etc., which was serious 
and had threatened to hit Birmingham hard.  There was a review currently being 
done and it was important that the District kept a close eye on that as it could be 
serious.  Looking at the report he felt schizophrenic, but the thing that was good 
about it was that the data confirms what they knew about skill levels in the area; 
educational achievement and employment profile and giving the up to date figures 
on all of that.  
 
Mr Burden advised that as he carried on through the Plan his heart sank as it then 
when on to say what do you do about this, it was sketchy.  In terms of the Action 
Plan a number of the actions were setting targets and promoting things.  You then 
look at ownership of those actions and this was incredibly sketchy and a number had 
no ownership.  The progress update was not there ant there was no timescale for a 
number of things  He remarked that this was not a Plan but a good list of problems 
and issues to address and some ideas of things that might need to happen in order 
to help address them, but was not an Action Plan.  He stated that this needed to be 
changed in two ways – on the implementation mechanism; and what it was trying to 
address.             
 
Mr Burden stated that he was pleased about the shift in the DWP away from the 
obsession of sanctioning, towards proactively matching people with the labour 
market and this was to be welcomed.  However, there was a sense of what was 
being said i.e. how people could be matched with the opportunities to be there in the 
area, but the opportunities that were in the area was limited.  If you look at numbers, 
a lot of jobs were produced in retail and whilst it was important to get local people 
employed, retail could not be the sum of a Jobs and Skills Plan for Northfield.  They 
needed to look at issues of supply and demand of jobs and skills and at the moment 
the Plan did not do this.  There was a need to look at aspiration and expectation and 
what it was that if there was a young person at school. 
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Mr Burden referred to page 7 of the document regarding a reluctance of local people 
to travel outside of Northfield to find work.  He added that behind this were some 
profound issues about how people saw their life chances, how far they thought 
Birmingham was and how far they though the University and Selly Oak was and how 
the change this around.  He stated that the Project Board would be important and 
that it needed to be action focused and it was important that on there were people 
and institutions that could deliver the programme.  Discussions needed to be had as 
to who would deliver it, ownership as to who makes things happen and how it 
reaches out to private sector employers and others to take things forward.  
 
Councillor Douglas Osborn commented that he welcomed the renewed interest in 
unemployment and that in the last 4 years unemployment was reducing steadily.  
They had 14,000 directly employed people in Northfield Constituency … in the main 
these were unskilled which meant high value skill for people who did not have the 
qualifications.  They had to work their way through the conception as to why it was 
important to have the qualification.  One of the ways it was done was by the Youth 
Opportunities Programme (YOP).   
 
Work experience was a way of subsidising youngsters to learn as in many cases 
their contribution.  It was negative when they start but they need to get over that 
problem.  Subsidising their employment every six month period was an ideal way of 
getting experience.  All these reports were in the DWP to tell people how to do it.  
They were now in a position if they could access those old records to see how it was 
done as it was successful.  What they needed was that combined with the vocational 
skills which they could get from Bournville College and to offer that more 
economically with other colleges so that they were not competing with a duplicate set 
of managers, lecturers, staff associated with them and they get a more directly 
related service from the different colleges.  It was hoped that they would not lose that 
individual touch which a college like Bournville manage to do.       
 
Councillor Cartwright stated that he liked the fact that local jobs were going to local 
people in Longbridge.  He echoed Councillor Douglas Osborn’s comments 
concerning the Longbridge Plant, but that he would like to manufacturing on the 
Longbridge Plant as it was next to the rail network and the motorway connections.  
He added that this was a prime target and that he felt that they were missing 
something.   Councillor Cartwright questioned why they were not talking to the local 
schools if there was work experience.  Work experience, whether it was in 
Sainsbury’s or in manufacturing was experience for a young person to get into a job 
to meet people and to learn.  There was a need to look at what the City need and 
consider places like Longbridge where there was a site to build things and putting 
that there so that the next generation could have a job in the future.   
 
Councillor Clancy made reference to page 15 of the document in relation to Priority, 
Action, Milestones/Targets etc. and commented that she gets a number of 
complaints from parents concerning the quality of the work experience particularly for 
years 10 -13.  Speaking with parents, the issues were that some parents were quite 
willing to contribute by finding the places themselves.  If they get back too late or the 
child fails to deliver the letter, there were so many placements they could do.  Some 
parents took it on themselves to do this.  Councillor Clancy enquired how far they 
were with businesses engaging with schools she further enquired how experienced 
the people who offered the advice to the children were as this was sometimes a 
‘wishy washy area’ with people in schools.  This did not always joined up with that 
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particular individual and this was a weakness which was not taking forward the 
issues being discussed. 
 
Mr Phillips stated that there were two separate issues, but they were linked as they 
were talking about work experience.  He advised that he was talking about work 
experience for people who were claiming primary benefits.  They did not broker a 
work experience placement with employers on behalf of schools.  The DWP would 
shortly be moving some of their work coaches into schools, but they had not yet 
made a decision as to which schools these would be.  They did not have a mandate 
to do this in the DWP up until recently, but they had now.  The point about the quality 
of work experience was important and if anyone this was a box ticking exercise this 
was wrong.  It had to be quality work experience where the individual is mentored 
throughout that period and they could develop their competency and skills and 
confidence.  A lot of people who started on work experience find it difficult to make 
eye contact on the first day, but by day 3 or 4 they were part of the team.  This was 
what they wanted work experience to give to people. 
 
Councillor Brew referred to admin and stated that across the district’s border was 
Bournville School – he sees the document as the Jobs and Skills Plan for Northfield 
District, but a number of children attending Bournville School were from Northfield.  
He enquired whether these children would be covered by the Northfield Jobs and 
Skills Plan or the Selly Oak District Jobs and Skills Plan and whether they talk with 
each other.  Councillor Brew stated that he would like to see more quality 
opportunities being given to people.  He added that he did not want to see them all in 
retail and that they needed to acknowledge that there were jobs with skills to be had 
and they were needed in this area.  He stated that he had undertaken some 
research recently and that he was amazed to find that within the City of Birmingham, 
there were 34,000 businesses and a significant material help in reducing 
unemployment would be with small businesses as it was small businesses that 
would employ 1, 2 or 5 people.  He added that there was a need to devise a scheme 
where they engage with small businesses as they had the skills to engage young 
people. 
 
Councillor Brew made reference to section 5 of the document – Jobs and Skills 
Action Plan and expressed disappointment as to where this was leading them to.  He 
voiced concerns that they were not addressing the issues stated on page 15 as 
aggressively as they should.  He added that he would like to see this as being more 
robust and challenging and that an action tracker be included and that a report be 
submitted to the Committee in 6 months’ time indicating what they had done and 
being honest about it.  It was recognised that they would not achieve everything, but 
they needed to be honest about this and tell the Committee what has happened who 
would then look at it.  Councillor Brew further referred to page 16 – the milestone 
target and stated that he would welcomed a short report of individual cases so that 
they could see what was being achieved.  He added that he would love to hear from 
young people to come and share their experience if this was possible. 
 
Mr Phillips advised that in terms of the breakdown of employer size, approximately 
45% of the employers that they engaged with had 1 – 10 employees which were 
micro and a similar figure for those with 11 – 250 employees.  The larger employers 
were in the minority and it was important to them as they had a smaller medium 
business strategy which was important in terms of the District Jobs and Skills Plan.  
What the Plan meant for the DWP, particularly the Jobcentre Plus was that they 
needed to alter their position in the community rather than being sees as the building 
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on the corner that people could come to sign on for money.  They needed to get out 
into the community and this was the reason they were around the table with other 
organisations. 
 
Ms Hundal advised that in terms of schools with pupils form neighbouring districts, 
this was something that as officers they would be picking up within the Project Jobs 
and Skills Board to ensure that children were given similar opportunity across 
boundaries, it was about joining up.  With regard to moving forward the District 
Leads would also be joining up in terms of the work programme moving forward in 
terms of a quadrant style.  This lends itself to doing some combined work across the 
District boundary.          
 
The Chairman agreed for the Committee to accept the Plan with a proviso that they 
revisit the action plan, develop an action tracker and regularly review it on a 6 
monthly basis; support the establishment of a Project Board to oversee the work; 
and that they work jointly with neighbouring areas particularly with jobs and skills and 
NEET.  This meets with the points in the minutes of the previous meeting when the 
Committee requested that he speaks with the neighbouring Districts.  Selly Oak 
District had agreed to work with Northfield concerning the jobs and skills as this was 
one of their Neighbourhood Challenge.    
 

 The Chairman thanked Kam Hundal and Paul Phillips for attending the meeting and 
presenting the information. 

  
227 RESOLVED:- 

 
 That the report be noted. 
 ___________________________________________________________________ 
 

 DISTRICT COMMITTEE APPOINTMENTS  
 

228 District Champion for Jobs and Skills 
 
  RESOLVED:- 

 
That Councillors Brett O’Reilly and Simon Jevon be appointed as the District 
Champions for Jobs and Skills for the Northfield District. 

 __________________________________________________________________ 
 
 CORPORATE PARENTING 
 
229 The following corporate parenting presentation was submitted:- 

 
(See Document No.1) 

 
Councillor Valerie Seabright introduced the item and advised that Andy Pepper, 
Assistant Director, Children in Care Provider Services was at an event where the 
Children in Care Council had taken over the diaries of the senior people this 
afternoon.  Councillor Seabright added that a lot of work had been done over the last 
12 months in developing corporate parenting and were moving forward in terms of 
the improvement plan.  Mr Pepper was appointed the Assistant Director and was 
doing a good job.  The Head of a Virtual School was also appointed which deals with 
the additional support of education access for all children in care.   
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As corporate parenting champion, the City and Corporate Parenting Champion 
Board had asked that she chaired that Board.  This was not set up with the same 
statutory meaning as other governing bodies, but it focuses on children in care with 
representatives from KPMG amongst others who were hosting some of those 
meetings.  This links in with the discussion on the previous item in terms of 
employment for children in care.  As Elected Members they all had the role of 
corporate parenting as well as the officers of the City Council who had that role also.   
 
Councillor Seabright then drew the Committee’s attention to the information in the 
document.  She highlighted that part of the role was to get Member colleagues from 
the other Districts to be involved in the Regulation 44 visits and training events were 
being planned concerning what the visits were about and what needed to be done.   
They had a new strategy which meant they could start getting data that could be 
looked at closely.  She advised that she had requested that the data be broken down 
on a Ward by Ward basis and that it was agreed that this would be done.  They 
needed to know what was happening and the number of children in the area and 
monitoring the children in the schools in the area to ensure that they were getting a 
good deal and were progressing.   
 
There were a number of people who were working on different areas of interest for 
children in care.  There were two issues that the children in care were working on – 
pocket money and overnight stay.  Pocket money was a big issue and in Birmingham 
they were not as good as in some other areas.  There were issues particularly for 
girls who had top purchase intimate things that the pocket money may not cover.  
There were serious issues and proposals were put forward for the next agenda.  In 
terms of overnight stay, a sleep over for a child in care was more bureaucratic due to 
the area of safeguarding and duty of care etc.  This was something the children had 
looked at.  One of the things they were trying to involve was scrutiny.  It was noted 
that corporate parenting was on the next scrutiny agenda. 
 
Councillor Clancy committed that they all had to be committed with regard to children 
in care.  She added that all Elected Members had to be involved as this was the way 
forward.  She stated that she echoed Councillor Seabright’s comments and looked 
forward to the training. 
 
The Chairman suggested that perhaps they could have District training as in theory 
they could attend the Regulation 44 visits in pairs.  Councillor Cartwright commented 
that he had worked in a number of Care Homes and that he could remember that 
when they had spoken with a number of vulnerable children it was amazing what 
they came up with.  He added that a number of them had suggested what the 
Council could do for them.  He enquired whether this could be done at the district 
level as there were a number of care homes in the area or on the boundary, what 
they expect them to be doing as corporate parents.   
 
Councillor Booton enquired what Regulation 44 was.  Councillor Seabright advised 
that this was visits to establishments who had children in care.  She added that they 
could get access to residential care where they had children in care.  There was 
some children’s home in the City where the children were from other places and they 
did not have the same right to visit these homes.  This was something that needed to 
be sorted out nationally as those children were still vulnerable and it was know what 
the resources were like across the big cities.   
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Councillor Seabright voiced concerns about how many of the Council’s social 
workers had time to visit these children in Cornwall and other areas of the country.  
This was a national issue as children were at risk.  In relation to Councillor 
Cartwright’s question, the first Corporate Parenting Board she attended everyone 
was asked and the answers were incredibly different.  Even the Committee as 
Elected Members were not necessarily doing what they wanted.  A district level 
training would be useful.  Originally they had arranged for the training to be done 
before Full Council meeting, but the Future Council Programme took over those 
times and this had dropped off the agenda. 
 
The Chairman commented that they did not know where all the children’s homes 
were in the Wards.  If there was district focused training this could focus on Members 
and the work that needed to be done in the area.   
 
Councillor Seabright undertook to get the data of how many children were in care in 
the area including the number of fostered children.  She added that there were a lot 
of fostered children in the City and it would be useful to support those who were 
fostering children.  Foster parents did not get the recognition they deserved and it 
would be nice if they did something for the Foster parents living in Northfield.  She 
suggested that a rewards event could be held liked the one held for children in care 
who had achieved good GCSE results, organised by Andrew Wright, the new Virtual 
School Head.   
 
In response to Councillor Booton’s query, Councillor Douglas Osborn advised that 
the 1989 Children’s Act gave the protection order to children.  Councillor Brew 
endorsed Councillor Seabright’s suggestion concerning an awards ceremony and 
commented that it would be excellent.  He added that when he had the privilege of 
being Lord Mayor, he had 5 -6 ’Stars Shining Party’ in the Chamberlain Room and 
they had young people who were either adopted or being Fostered; they had natural 
parents; Foster and Care parents and he could still see the faces of some of the 
children he had presented with awards – one because she smiled every day and 
another who had received an award for not running away from home for three 
months. 
 
The Chairman commented that it was an excellent idea that they could develop 
some award that could be given by the District.  He suggested that Richard Davies 
along with the Corporate Parenting Champions could work on the awards 
programme. 
 
Councillor Cartwright advised that there was a plaque that would be erected in the 
Youth Centre in recognition of the work undertaken by the Late Darren Brettle.  He 
added that if any award was made that his name be put forward as the Darren 
Brettle Award.  The Committee agreed for this to be done.   

 __________________________________________________________________ 
 

BIRMINGHAM COUNCIL HOUSING INVESTMENT PROGRAMME 
ENVIRONMENTAL WORKS BUDGET 2015/16 

 
Ruth Bowles, Place Manager, Northfield Ward introduced the item and drew the 
Committee’s attention to the information in the Northfield District Capital 
Environmental Budget Position Statement 2015/16.      
 
(See document No. 4) 
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Councillor Seabright enquired about Bentmead Grove.  She added that as part of the 
regeneration there, they did not want to spend too much, but the state of the 
properties was in a diabolical condition.  She stated that this was the third time at the 
District Committee she had asked that someone looked at those properties in the 
interim as they were taking rent.   Ms Bowles undertook to arrange with the Place 
Based Manager to investigate the issue. 
 
Councillor Douglas Osborn stated that only 3% had been spent in Weoley Castle 
and that it was hoped that this would be rectified.  The Chairman advised that he had 
discussed this previously and that they need more equanimity in terms of the bids 
coming forward, but it was for the Housing Liaison Board (HLB) and officers in those 
areas to make recommendations.  This will be considered for next year’s budget. 
 
Councillor Phillips stated that all the numbers seem arbitrary and that in her opinion 
she could get some lights cheaper. She added that this was public money of which 
they had very little and that she would like to see the workings behind what it was 
that in internal decoration the Block cost £6k.  She further stated that this seemed a 
lot of money and appeared to be standardised.  Councillor Phillips stated that 3% for 
Weoley was good seeing that Longbridge had even less. 
 
Councillor Clancy made reference item 31 - the upgrading of the communal lighting 
to Block 95a 107 Coney Green Drive and stated that anything to do with lighting 
internally was a safeguarding issue and they did not want anything bad to happen. 
 
Councillor Cartwright expressed disappointment that no one had put forward things 
for Longbridge than he had done, especially in Frankley.  He questioned whether it 
was because the residents in Frankley did things for themselves why they did not get 
any help.  He advised that he had put forward things particularly the car park on the 
Roundabout, lighting within Farmdale Grove in Rednal, a car park that was covered 
with trees and was dark. 
 
Councillor Jevon enquired what a Maxi Pizza ASD Light Fitting (item 28) was 
 
Mr Burden enquired how the report got to this stage and how the bids came in and 
how it was that there were gaps in particular Longbridge and whether there had been 
any strategy for the approval process i.e. what was approved, how it was approved, 
whether there was any assessment and what the impact of a particular thing was 
going to be and the relationship to the project in terms of the point raised by 
Councillor Phillips, how the projects worked and where were the areas this was not 
working either in terms of things not coming in, or bids coming in but not being 
judged to be sufficient. 
 
Councillor Goodwin enquired whether it was possible to get a wider approved 
contractor list as this would bring the price down. 
 
Ms Bowles advised that regarding the contractors, they used the Housing Service 
repairs contractors and these were the costs that were previously agreed.  Tenders 
were being taken for the new repairs contract for the coming years.  This would be 
announced shortly, so whether or not those prices would change as these were 
‘bucket like’ prices.  Ms Bowles advised that quotes were had from the Contract 
Works Officer.  She undertook to submit a report on the process at the next District 
Committee meeting.   
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Councillor Brew commented that in terms of equality amongst the Wards he would 
like to see it closer and that it needed to be based on need and the number of 
properties.  He questioned whether they were funding things with the Housing 
Investment Fund programme that should be paid for from the Housing Revenue 
Account budget.  He added that the HRA was underspent for the year ending 31 
March 2015 by £699k in Northfield District.  Councillor Brew echoed Mr Burdens’ 
comment regarding having a report as to how this was generated and some 
explanation on each scheme and why it was not being done by the normal repairs 
budget within the HRA.   
 
The Chairman requested that the report identifies which category the repairs fall into 
i.e. the Housing Investment Fund programme or the Housing Revenue Account 
budget.  Councillor Seabright suggested that the City representative on the City HLB 
could be asked to progress this to the City HLB as this was for environmental 
improvement.  She added that there was money elsewhere that could also be spent 
on this.  Councillor Brew stated that when they were assessing, going forward, how 
the ‘cake was cut’, but would also like to look at where the spending was over the 
last four years as it obscure the previous year for Kings Norton.  A brief discussion 
concerning the issue then ensued.  
 

 The Chairman thanked Ruth Bowles for attending the meeting and presenting the 
information. 

 
 It was                            

 
230 RESOLVED:- 

 
 That the Committee approved the report. 
 ___________________________________________________________________ 
 

UPDATE ON NEIGHBOURHOOD CHALLENGE  
 

231 Councillor Steve Booton presented the item and advised that when they discussed 
the Neighbourhood Challenge at the last District Committee meeting, there were 
concerns raised about raising expectations that they could not deliver.  Anti-social 
behaviour (ASB) was a huge issue.  They looked at setting the target and the 
purpose of the project was simple.  He highlighted the following: - 

 The purpose of the project was to improve performance 
 Dealing with ASB across all tenure by sharing information and working together.  
 Use the resources of the Police, social landlords, private landlords and the City 

Council effectively and to share ideas.   
  

In order to do this he had met with the Chief Officers of the four major Housing 
Associations that work in the area.  (He had not yet met with the 5th housing 
Association).  The idea was to meet with the Housing Associations to discuss the 
problem they were facing and the potential solutions.  It was agreed for a Workshop 
to be held on the 14th January 2016, at Northfield Library, from 1:00pm to 
5:00pm.The four Housing Associations with the City had bought into the process and 
had offered to deliver some of the workshop events etc.   
 
Councillor Booton advised that having spoken with the Housing Associations, the 
following points were raised that it was felt should be improved upon: -The Police – 
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he had spoken with the Police at length about the situation who advised that one of 
the problem was that if they were working on a particular case and were making 
good progress, and someone goes on holiday or leaves their post etc., the process 
then ‘hits a brick wall’.  The Police suggested that if someone went on holiday or 
leaves the post, that someone automatically steps in to follow the process through.   
 
Councillor Booton stated that he had spoken with Midland Heart regarding the 
question of getting new tenants into properties.  It transpired that they had been in 
situations where they had rehoused tenants with little or no knowledge as to what 
happened to that tenant before.  Often it was not that they would not house the 
tenant, but they would be housing the tenant elsewhere and under a different type of 
tenancy agreement etc. Midland Heart had used mediation in terms of ASB by 
getting the tenants to sit and talk through the issues with the mediator.  This had 
proved successful.  He highlighted that he had spoken with Bournville Village Trust 
(BVT) who had a specialist team working in and around the area of ASB.  BVT had 
also agreed to attend the event on the 14th January 2016. 
 
The Workshop event organised for the 14th would look at sharing information.  
Another point that was raised was to discuss the nature of ASB itself.  ASB was a 
catch all phrase and could mean anything from someone annoying a resident by the 
way they park to something more serious that involve violence.  The general feeling 
amongst the social landlords that he had spoken with was that there was a need for 
a general idea about what was accepted as far as ASB was concerned.  The idea 
was to have some witnesses from the meeting on the 14th January 2016 attend the 
District Committee meeting on the 22nd January 2016 and then to produce a report.  
The Registered Social Landlords were keen to be involved with the proposal.  They 
were meeting on Monday 23 November 2015, to put together a draft programme for 
the Workshop and the Workshop would feed directly into the District Committee 
meeting on Friday 22nd January 2016. 

 
 The Chairman advised that he and   Councillor Brew had attended a Housing Health 

Workshop Organised by the Primary Care Team (PCT) which was useful and they 
had provided them with some links and feedback from service users and had raised 
some issues that could be fed into the meeting on the 22nd January 2016.  This 
meant that they had some contact with the PCT and was charged with contacting the 
Primary Care Commissioner, Dr Coward as a result of the meeting.  

 
 The Chairman thanked Councillor Steve Booton for presenting the information and 

requested that the Committee keep the dates in their diaries.  He added that the 
questioning for the next scrutiny committee, Members needed to think about what 
they wanted to ask. 

 __________________________________________________________________ 
  

OTHER URGENT BUSINESS    
  
 District Convention 
 
232 The Chairman advised that a mini-convention was scheduled for Tuesday 22 

December 2015, from 1:00pm to 3:15pm, at the Factory.  The launch of the Place 
Plans for each of the four Wards would take place.  All Members were welcome to 
attend.  The full convention would be held in the New Year. 
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            The Square Club/Youth Provision in Weoley Ward 
 
233   Councillor Douglas Osborn referred to the reduction of youth provision in Weoley 

resulting from the problems with the Square Club in that the City’s evaluation of the 
repair to the heating system amounts to £125k.  There were also problems as it 
deteriorates with the wooden floor, they would start to rise in this weather which was 
an expensive process and was getting worse.   Councillor Douglas Osborn advised 
that his understanding was that the City Council had taken the decision that the club 
was to be placed on the open market for sale.  He requested through the Chairman 
that an absolute necessity must be the retention of youth provision within that area 
as they would not go to the Factory 

 
 Councillor Booton stated that his understanding was that the youth provision would 

be met by the Community Church and the Youth Service was providing the staff to 
take this on.  His concern was that if the Square Club was to be sold, that the Ward 
be given some of the money from the sale for youth provision within the Ward  

 
Councillor Douglas Osborn stated that the concerns the Ward Members had was 
that the Estate Department would not see it that way and this was where the help of 
the Chairman was needed 
 

 The Chairman commented that there was a provision with the sale of any property 
for some of the funds to be given to the locality by negotiation and agreement, but 
this had been a diminishing amount.  He undertook to discuss the issue with 
Councillor Ian Ward, Deputy Leader of the City Council to ascertain whether the 
appropriate agreement was had.  He added that this was the same situation in Kings 
Norton and that these were two areas where they needed to keep youth provision 
going.   

 
Councillor Cartwright commented that young people lived on postcode barriers and 
would not go past them. He added that they go where they live and love. 

 
 Richard Davies – Northfield District Head 
 
234 Councillor Brew expressed best wishes to Richard Davies, Northfield District Head 

for a speedy recovery on behalf of the District Committee.  The Chairman undertook 
to convey the Committee’s good wishes to Mr Richard Davies.   

 ___________________________________________________________________ 
                  
 AUTHORITY TO CHAIRMAN AND OFFICERS  
  
235 RESOLVED: -  
  

Chairman to move:- 
 
”That in an urgent situation between meetings, the Chair jointly with the relevant 
Chief Officer has authority to act on behalf of the Committee.” 
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The meeting ended at 1540 hours. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       ----------------------------------------- 
                    CHAIRMAN 
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BIRMINGHAM CITY COUNCIL 
 
 

NORTHFIELD DISTRICT 
COMMITTEE SCRUTINY 
FRIDAY, 22 JANUARY 2016 
 

 
 
 MINUTES OF A MEETING OF THE NORTHFIELD DISTRICT COMMITTEE 

SCRUTINY HELD ON FRIDAY 22 JANUARY 2016 AT 1400 HOURS, IN 
COMMITTEE ROOMS 3 & 4, COUNCIL HOUSE, BIRMINGHAM 

 
 
 PRESENT: - Councillor Peter Griffiths in the Chair; Councillors Booton, Brew, 

Cartwright, Clancy, Cruise, Freeman, Jevon and Seabright.   
 

                  ALSO PRESENT: - 
 Richard Burden, Member of Parliament, Northfield Constituency 

Councillor Samuel Goodwin, Frankley in Birmingham Parish Council 
 Ruth Cooke, Midland Heart Housing Association  
 Richard Davies, Northfield District Lead 
 Inspector Dean Gordon, West Midlands Police 
 Robert James, Housing, Place 
 Mark Rogers, Contract Team Manager, Capital Investment Team 

Errol Wilson, Committee Manager 
 

  
************************************* 

 
 NOTICE OF RECORDING 
 
236 The District Committee were advised that the meeting would be webcast for live or 

subsequent broadcast via the Council’s Internet site and members of the 
press/public may record and take photographs except where there were confidential 
or exempt items.  

 ________________________________________________________________  
 
 APOLOGIES 
  
237 Apologies for non-attendance were submitted on behalf of Councillors Peter Douglas 

Osborn, Brett O’Reilly and Jess Phillips.  
___________________________________________________________________ 

  
NORTHFIELD DISTRICT ANTI-SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR NEIGHBOURHOOD 
CHALLENGE 
 
1. Terms of Reference and Workshop Feedback  

 
238 Councillor Steve Booton (Lead Member, ASB Neighbourhood Challenge) stated that 
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improve services, performance and peoples’ lives in Northfield by doing simple and 
effective things.  One target from the Challenge was to bring together social housing 
providers which include the Council and various housing associations to try and 
solve the problem by sharing information, resources etc.  He added that he had 
spoken with housing associations, the police and others to drum up support for the 
Workshop that was held on Thursday 14 January 2016.  The Workshop was a 
success as there were 28 people in attendance, a number of housing associations 
and the Police.  The discussion was centred on ASB, but the aims of the 
Neighbourhood Challenge were relatively limited and were as follows: 
 

� The purpose of the project was to improve performance in respect of dealing 
with ASB across all tenures, sharing information and working together.  
  

� To use the resources of the Police, social and private landlords and the City 
Council more effectively and to share ideas and examples of good practice.  In 
speaking with social housing providers, one of the things that came through 
before the Workshop was held, was the idea of defining what ASB was and 
what social landlords could and could not do concerning ASB.   

 
� Discussions were held concerning the issues at the Workshop and a report 

would be submitted later. 
 
2.        Witnesses: - 
 
a)  West Midlands Police 
 
Inspector Dean Gordon, West Midlands Police made the following statements: -  
 

1. From the Police point of view on the south Birmingham area, ASB had been a 
priority for a number of years and it had been a local priority.  As a result of 
this the Police had developed a clear strategy by the way the Police had dealt 
with ASB in that area which had allowed them to reduce the demand for ASB 
over the last four years.   
 

2. The key message was what the Police had learnt and what they knew.  
Working together and sharing information together helped to address ASB.  
This was the only way it had effectively been dealt with.  When they received 
report that came to the Police, the variety of these reports would entail 
different things from low level nuisance behaviour to those bordering on 
criminal behaviour.  There was no one cap fits all approach in dealing with 
ASB.   

 
3. The Neighbourhood Teams took ownership of all ASB related reports which 

were attended, recorded, investigated and assessed in terms of risk.  Often, 
these would be dealt with in the first instance by using a tactical approach and 
gathering information to ascertain who was responsible.   

 
4. It was at this point that they would need to work with others, ascertain which 

housing association was involved, what the background information was from 
the partner agencies concerning the individuals involved.  Often, the things 
that were reported to the Police, they could not arrest for unless they fall within 
the arena of a criminal offence.   
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5. The Police could not arrest their way out and they needed to share the 
information that came in to the Police.  Quite often it was found that they 
would have weeks or months of data coming from others about the same 
issue from other people that had contacted the City Council about the same 
issue, but had given different information.  By putting this information together, 
they were able to formulate an objective as to where they were looking to go 
with the problem. 

 
6. At the Workshop that was held on the 14 January 2016, it was easy to see 

how this could be provided as a vehicle.  A case study was discussed as a 
typical one in relation to an address in Northfield where there were countless 
reports of ASB.   

 
7. The local Neighbourhood Sergeant received 15 – 20 emails per week 

concerning the issue from residents.  This was not just from the Police, but it 
was going to the Council by separate reports.  It was only by contacting the 
local Housing and the Council and putting this together and then identifying a 
single point of contact for these that the Sergeant involved was able to get a 
clearer idea of who was responsible.  Three families were involved and what 
they did in the pass and what they were going to do, the outcome being that 
some of those families were diverted into alternative employment assistance 
and others who were hardliners.  With the Police and Councils involvement 
others would stop behaving in an anti-social way. 

 
8. The key message from the Police was  that there was a clear strategy for 

dealing with ASB and this would only start to worked once it was known who 
were involved so they could start sharing that information and working on it.  

 
9.  In terms of best practice, where there were criminal offences, clearly, they 

had to be dealt with and the Police had to ensure that their partners were 
aware that the Police had taken the lead concerning the criminal matters and 
were getting those resolved.  They ensure that they identify opportunities that 
may have incorrectly being classed as ASB and were criminal matters that 
needed to be dealt with.   

 
10. Where there were no criminal matters, it was about ensuring that they had the 

right pathways for people involved, working closer with Offender Management 
regarding any programmes that they had in place that could divert people 
involved in that area.  Anything the Police could not resolve, the Safer 
Communities Group meeting had been very effective in ensuring that if 
nothing else, the information discussed was openly available to everyone who 
could pick it up and say you may not be aware, but we knew about this and 
would be willing to contribute or offer their assistance around it.  There was a 
clear strategy, but it was about working together. 

 
 Inspector Gordon, Mr James and Ms Cooke in response to questions from Members, 

made the following points:- 
 

(a) Neighbourhood Watch was important to the agenda of Community Safety and 
ASB.  They had an opportunity that when they review their operations, they 
tried to join up the various meetings.  Rather than creating meetings, and 
layers of walkabouts, and attempt to tackle Community Safety and ASB, they 
needed to join some of these things up.   
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(b) There was currently a review of the Birmingham Community Safety 

Partnership and the local delivery aspect was part of this review and this 
would be picked up.  It was not suggest that any of these meetings be stopped 
as they were created by residents, but they needed to find a mechanism by 
which they could support them.  The information concerning ASB was shared 
with each other.  

 
(c) Meetings such as these were useful for Housing Association officers to attend, 

but they could not promise that they could send an officer to every meeting.  
They were a useful way to get engaged in understanding what happened and 
to share information.   

 
(d) Information was shared and was one of the standard procedures they conduct 

on pre-tenancy.   Their experience was that this was one of the reasons 
evictions was only ever a last resort for ASB as so often this could result in a 
problem just being shifted about.  It was thought that there were better ways to 
intervene.   

 
(e) In terms of the case study mentioned earlier, the Neighbourhood Watch was 

instrumental at the early stage to take on what was just being termed as noise 
and that it did not make sense to having just one single point of contact.  That 
point of contact was the Neighbourhood Watch in that area that had proved 
valuable.   

 
(f) Neighbourhood Watch was something the Police should get involved with and 

that perhaps the message could be passed to officers.  It may have started off 
with a Sergeant attending, then a Constable and then a PCSO and then there 
were meetings where no one had attended.  A request was that this be 
emphasised as it was valued by Members and they would wish to continue.   

 
(g) Regarding the Safer Group meetings, he was invited to a number of meetings 

but on checking with colleagues they could not recalled being invited to a 
Safer Group meeting.  This would be something that they would be interested 
in as they were interested in playing their role as partners in trying to solve the 
ASB problem in the area.  

 
(h) Sharing information was important as an ASB offender could offend in one 

particular tenure and then move onto another.  There was a need to have 
open dialogue with all the partners who provide housing in the area to ensure 
that all the facts were known.  They needed to identify those who move 
around.  They had a duty to rehoused them, but not in a luxury property.  The 
sharing of information was important.   

 
(i) As Councillors, they were conscious of the fact that people came to them and 

had had dealings with the Housing Association or Housing Officers of the City 
Council and they feel that they had been dealt with poorly or unfairly.  Often, 
they had been dealt with fairly, but as they did not like the decision, they would 
contact their Elected Representative thinking that they might be a soft touch.   

 
(j) It was needed to speak with each other more to ensure they did not get drawn 

into that situation and that they were working in concert with partners, rather 
than sometimes against them. 
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(k) Mr James stated that dealing with the expectations of the outcome of the 

report of the ASB, was important.  They had dealt with ASB cases on 
vulnerability and the seriousness of the offence.  This was the matrix being 
used when they could have the most impact on their neighbourhoods and 
communities.    Partners would welcome some dialogue with Members 
concerning some of their responses to constituents.   

 
(l) The Data Protection Act was not an issue for sharing information with partner 

agencies.  They had data sharing agreements which they had all signed and 
agreed to sharing that information and they did this on a daily basis.  
Concerns were with private landlords as they did not know what tenants were 
coming in or had information about them, before offering them a tenancy.   

 
(m)In a number of places, there was the Safer Estates Groups that worked with 

the Police effectively.  If this was not happening locally, there was a problem, 
but one thing that this area had pioneered that worked, but was of a different 
context, the question was whether they could learn something from the Police 
and School’s Panel in Northfield.   

 
(n) All the schools were involved and met on a quarterly basis.  They were task 

focused and had picked up the trend on what was happening in schools, what 
the issues were that were coming out whether they be issues of difficulty that 
affected young people or good practice amongst schools and young people.  
Things that the Police was trying to get across in relation to drugs etc.  The 
question was whether there was a lesson they could learn from something like 
tackling ASB on a network similar to this.   

 
(Councillor Cruise declared his non-pecuniary interest in HMP Birmingham in terms 
of releases from courts and prisons)– Resources for dealing with ASB   
 

(o) Ms Cooke advised that in terms of sharing best practice and information, like 
all Housing Associations in the City, they were members of Birmingham Social 
Housing Partnership which did a number of good works to bring together a 
number of Housing Associations and the City Council and operates at a 
strategic level.   
 

(p) Birmingham Social Housing Partnership had a number of sub-groups and 
working groups which operates effectively at that operational level, but 
involved the officers who worked on the ground.  They came together to share 
information and best practice.  The measure of success of these groups was 
that people keep coming back to them because they knew that they had 
achieved something.  They were happy to learn from other sectors if there 
were things they could do to improve that.   

 
(q) Inspector Gordon stated that in terms of releases from Prisons, the local 

Police Neighbourhood Team was always notified of all releases onto their 
area.  They assessed the threat risk and harm and there was information 
sharing depending on the type of threat or risk posed.   

 
(r) Regarding the Schools Panel this was an excellent vehicle as it worked well 

and would be good to have something similar.  The only question was the 
practicality of how this would work and who would attend as it was simpler in 
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terms of the schools as the Panel was represented by each school in the local 
area.  The question was whether if this was replicated who would attend as 
they were talking about a similar thing for all Housing Associations in the area 
or something different to that.  It was felt that this could only exist with the 
Safer Community Group meetings.   

 
(s) Rob James advised that they had some mechanism for engaging with the 

Schools Panel through the local Safety Community Partnership and to learn 
from the information given.  With regard to resources, the south of the City 
probably had the most Social Housing stock, closely followed by the east and 
then Central and west then the north.  In relation to resources in dealing with 
ASB, it was dependent on the number of cases they had, but Northfield had 
more resources than the other four areas.     

 
(t) A member of the HLB stated that there were different issues to different 

people some of which were trivial and some which were important.  There was 
also the matter of to whom they were reported, example, violence.  When you 
got onto noise, the question was who would deal with this and bikes on 
footpaths.   

 
(u) It was decided that as a Housing Liaison Board (HLB), enough was not known 

and they had to clarify what those issues were, to whom they should be 
reported etc.  They were looking to get this information and would be putting 
this on their websites. They were well supported by their Police Sergeant who 
had attended all their Neighbourhood Watch/Tasking meetings.  This issue 
would be raised at the next District Strategic Housing Panel.    

 
(v) Inspector Gordon advised that in terms of mediation, the feedback was that 

where this was used, it worked well.  This was offered early on as they knew 
that it works, but people did not always take the opportunity and had taken the 
position that they would not get involved.   

 
(w) What they were asking people to do was to iron out their differences by sitting 

them together in a room and asking them through the agencies.  Whether or 
not they could enforce this was probably less of a question as to whether they 
could be effective.  If people were not engaged to come forward the question 
would be what the point was in confronting them with each other.  The result 
may not be effective if people were forced into mediation and would build up 
resentment, than if they were given the opportunity to speak with each other in 
a controlled environment. 

 
(x) In relation to Community Trigger, this was effectively a way if people had 

reported matters to the Police or local Council (subject to whole list of criteria) 
and they did not feel satisfied with the service from the Police or Council, they 
could request a Community Trigger.  This was effectively calling the agencies 
together – the Police local Council and anyone else involved to review the 
case.  This was mandatory if the Community Trigger criteria were met, they 
had to review the case.  This was a well laid out path in terms of resolving the 
issue to their satisfaction.  There was an appeals process that followed this.                  
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b) Midland Heart Housing Association 
 
Ruth Cooke, Chief Executive, Midland Heart Housing Association made the following 
statements: - 
 

i. Midland Heart was one of the larger Housing Associations working in the City 
and was operating across the Midlands with 35,000 properties.  They had 
looked at the past two years at the number of cases of ASB they had reported 
to them and this was just over 2,000 cases. 
 

ii. Currently officers across the patch had just over 200 open cases 
encompassing a complete range of incidences from very low littering, low 
level noise, neighbour nuisances, neighbours who could not get on with each 
other through to serious criminal behaviour.  They had a range of ways of 
dealing with those levels of behaviour.   

 
iii. Eviction was a last resort and of the 2,000 cases they had reported to them in 

the last two years, 12 of these had ended up in an eviction order due to the 
risk of shifting the problem elsewhere.   

 
iv. In their experience, the things that could help to deal with ASB were some of 

their Housing Management policies and procedures.  They were looking at a 
range of processes at the first stage of how they dealt with the report of ASB.  
If it comes into them and they recognised that for many of their tenants and 
neighbourhoods, not all reports were coming to them in the first instance.  
Where they did, it was recognised that there were a number of things that 
they could do.   

 
v. A lot of what they did was about being clear as to what was and was not ASB.  

When they had looked at what was and was not ASB, if it was deemed to 
prove a breach of tenancy conditions and what was simply inconsiderate 
behaviour which was not a breach of tenancy condition.  

 
vi. They owe it to their customers and to those living in the neighbourhood to be 

clear whether this was ASB, whether this was a case where they thought they 
could do something to help or whether they should emphasise peoples’ 
personal responsibility for some issues.   

 
vii. There were some issues that people needed to be supported to deal with 

themselves.  There was something at being very clear and up front and there 
was a huge body of evidence that speaks of early intervention as being by far 
the best way to deal with things.   

 
viii. The power of having a Housing Officer point out to a customer that their 

behaviour was causing annoyance and stress to their neighbour and 
neighbourhood should not be understated.  This could work effectively at 
some low level cases.    

 
ix. Where there were more entrenched problems they were now looking at two 

areas of work.  They did not have dedicated ASB officers; they had officers 
working in their Tenancy Standard Team who deal with breaches of tenancy 
which might be justified in severing the tenancy.   
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x. They were in the process of introducing two teams – A People Team and a 
Place Team.  Each of these teams would look at different aspect of ASB.  The 
People Team would look at the complex people issues that could manifest 
themselves into ASB that may be caused by a range of underlying factors.  
They would look at neighbour nuisance, disputes and the most serious 
manifestation of ASB.   

 
xi. Their role was to work with statutory agencies where this was appropriate to 

deal with the underlying issues that were causing ASB.  It was this team that 
had been doing the work around the Restorative Justice Pilot Midland Heart 
was involved in that was discussed at the Workshop on the 14 January 2016.   

 
xii. What Restorative Justice did in appropriate cases was to look to rebuild 

relationships with those who had been harmed by ASB and those who had 
caused the harm and to seek to resolve the matter in that way.  It was not a 
panacea and was not suitable in all cases of ASB, but where appropriate, it 
could deliver some remarkable result.  They were looking at having run a pilot 
how they mainstreamed this into their service which was the people aspect of 
ASB. 

 
xiii. The Place Team was designed to deal with some of the issues on the 

neighbourhood such as littering, graffiti etc.  This team was looking at how 
they could manage a neighbourhood effectively that people wanted to live in 
and one that people take pride in and did not contribute to some of the 
problems that could arise.   

 
xiv. They were looking at a range of things including whether it was appropriate 

for Midland Heart as a Housing Association to have Community Protection 
Notice Powers to deal with such things as the Take-Away whose customers 
caused littering problems in the area amongst a range of interventions as ASB 
was such a broad topic. 

 
xv. They were willing to train staff in helping and developing Restorative Justice in 

Northfield District if funding was available. 
 

c) Housing  
 
Robert James, Service Director, Housing Transformation, Place gave the following 
context: - 
 

a) ASB means different things to different people.  They had to deal with ASB 
and categorise it.  The City Council’s Customer Contact Centre received on 
average around 40,000 calls relating to ASB every year.  The Police probably 
received similar amounts of calls.  This was the context around what people 
considered to be ASB.  These range from simple low level environmental type 
issues to serious criminal activities that go on within our communities.   
 

b) From a Housing perspective in Birmingham City Council Housing, they 
probably dealt with 6,000 of the 40,000 calls per year.  The rest was around 
noise issues, environmental type issues dealt with by Fleet and Waste 
Management, littering etc.  At any one time staffs in Housing were dealing 
with 900 – 1,200 cases.   
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c) In Northfield District there were currently 131 live cases.  They work on the 
basis of case management per ASB and they try to identify and assess at the 
earliest possible stage the risk to individuals and the impact of ASB on the 
wider community and neighbourhood.  They had developed an ASB risk 
matrix jointly with West Midlands Police that they were both using to 
determine how they should deal with a case.   

 
d) They had integrated the handling of ASB into the Housing Officer remit.  They 

no longer had a separate team that deals with just ASB, but they had subject 
matter experts within each of the four areas within the City and more serious 
cases could be escalated to the subject matter experts.   

 
e) Key to dealing with this problem was working together and in partnership.  

There were good examples of where they work in partnership with 
Birmingham Social Housing Partnership and Birmingham Community Safety 
Partnership.  Locally the Safer Communities Groups had the most effective 
partnership arrangements when dealing with specific cases of ASB.  These 
groups were chaired by Peter Henrick, West Midlands Police.  West Midlands 
Fire Service was a good attendee at the Safer Communities Group and they 
deal with individual cases at that group.   

 
f) One of the good things that came out of these partnership arrangements 

across the City was that they also used the shared IT database for case 
management.  The Police, Fire Service, Birmingham Housing and Social 
Housing Partnership providers had access to the IT database so that they 
knew who was dealing with an individual or family when they came to any 
issues. 

 
g) Safer Communities were the multi-agency route for dealing with cases in 

terms of improving things.  How they determine which agency would deal with 
what first was something that would come out of the Neighbourhood 
Challenge.  The publishing of who would deal with what in the first instance 
which was important.   

 
h) There were various levels of ASB, Neighbourhood Tasking meetings where 

there were particular issues in neighbourhoods, whether this was from the low 
level littering to serious ASB or criminal activity.  This was the opportunity for 
Elected Members and members of the community to get involved and to 
report things through to the neighbourhood tasking group.  On a wider 
community safety delivery aspect, the local community safety partnership i.e. 
Local Delivery Groups were supported by housing officers.   

 
i) At the higher end of ASB and criminal activity, they operate jointly with West 

Midlands Police an initiative called Tackling Families Undermining 
Neighbourhoods (TFUN) which was a mechanism for getting together to deal 
with more serious criminal activity.  This had been successful in dealing with a 
number of injunctions at a citywide level and organised criminal activities that 
operates within the neighbourhoods.  Early interventions were important 
before the ASB became a problem.   

 
j) From a City Council Housing perspective, they had signed up to deliver part of 

the City Council’s Think Family programme and were engaged with over 500 
families currently and were putting in early intervention mechanisms for those 
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families in an attempt to ensure that they did not escalate into serious ASB or 
criminal activities.   

 
k) In relation to Community Trigger, this was developed in October 2013 with 

Birmingham Community Safety Partnership, West Midlands Police and 
Birmingham City Council Housing.  From this meeting they would ensure that 
Elected Members were reminded of the Community Trigger process.  The 
process allows members of the public or local Councillors to alert them to 
activity or where they feel ASB had been reported, but was not dealt with.  

 
l) There were criteria that activate a Community Trigger and the first Community 

Trigger that was activated was in Northfield.  If the constituent or the Elected 
Member was not happy with the outcome of that, there was an appeal 
mechanism which goes in the first instance to the South Communities Group 
for a review and if the outcome was not satisfactory, it would be escalated to 
the Birmingham Communities Safety Partnership. 

 
m) They could always improve, they did not always get things right, but they do 

on a number of occasions picked up a lot of things that they did to the benefit 
of communities.   

 
n) In Northfield District, they were successful in getting 4 injunctions against 

young males who were consistently causing nuisance and annoyance to a 
large part of the community.  Any enforcement action of this kind always rely 
on witness statements and if they needed to do more was probably getting 
confidence in the community that when they report these serious ASB 
incidence, that they would be supported in providing that witness statement 
and giving evidence to Housing or to the courts.   

 
o) They had an incidence with a tenant who had substance misuse and they had 

provided a raft of support for that individual, which unfortunately did not 
prevent a reoccurrence of his ASB.  As a last resort, the individual was 
evicted and Housing had repossessed the property.   

 
p) A private tenant had caused ASB over a number of years to various tenants of 

Birmingham City Council and was subject to an injunction and committal 
proceedings.  This took a lot of perseverance, but it was discovered at the end 
of the support process that the individual did not had the mental capacity to 
live independently.  The result was that through support workers, they were 
able to rehouse the individual into supported accommodation.     

 
q) One of the new initiatives they did in Northfield was on a new estate under a 

new development by Birmingham Municipal Housing Trust (BMHT).  There 
was no real community spirit there and it could be seen that if that community 
was left alone, they could get some tensions in there as nobody knew each 
other.  They developed a good neighbourhood agreement with the tenants in 
that area which worked well in bringing the community together to understand 
where people had come from and to determine what it was to be a good 
neighbour. 

 
r) There were 63,000 Council houses in Birmingham.  There were 68,000 

houses in the private sector which was a growing market.  There were 40,000 
Housing Association properties within the City.  If they wanted to tackle key 
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priority issues such as ASB, they could only do this together.  It was known 
that in the main the private rented sector landlords, they also knew who their 
colleagues were from the Housing Associations and they worked well together 
as housing providers.   

 
s) They worked well with West Midlands Police in tackling some of the issues 

and they were pleased to say that they had submitted a bid to the 
Government to assist with dealing with some of the not so good landlords – 
private or otherwise – and they were given a share of the £5m that had been 
made available nationally to tackle some of these rogue landlords.  There was 
a limit of £90k plus to local authorities, but Birmingham had £110k as they 
thought that Birmingham’s bid was worthy of pursuing.  They had the funds 
today and would be pursuing the rogue landlords and the ASB their tenants 
were causing. 

 
In response to questions from Members, Mr James made the following statements: - 
 

i. In relation to the Community Trigger, he was disappointed that this was not in 
the public domain as much as it should be.  He undertook to ensure that this 
information was sent to all Elected Members.  He noted Councillor Brew’s 
comment concerning the Market Place event prior to City Council and that this 
would be used to alert Members in March 2016 around the new Repairs and 
Maintenance Contract.  If they could schedule something in for April 2016 for 
this he would try and get this done. 
 

ii. When newly Elected Members come on board, they always do a New 
Members Induction programme to ensure that new Members would be made 
aware who was dealing with what. 

 
iii. In terms of noise nuisance, this would go to Environmental Health in the first 

instance.  The Environmental Health officers would normally deal with noise 
issues, but the suggestion would be taken on board to look at the one point of 
contact.  The reason Environmental Health could be dealing with this was that 
it could be industrial noise nuisance etc. and they were the experts with 
dealing with noise nuisance. 

 
iv. In relation to case management and what got dealt with, cases were dealt 

with both on vulnerability and risk.  The vulnerability of individuals was taken 
into account when dealing with cases.  Example was where someone with a 
health issue and they had to find another route to deal with that individual. 

 
v. TFUN and Think Family were two separate initiatives.  TFUN was funded 

through the Birmingham Community Safety Partnership and was an initiative 
between West Midlands Police and Birmingham Housing.   What TFUN did 
was to disrupt organised crime and high level criminal activity in the 
community by working with a number of agencies that include HMRC, Benefit 
Services, Border Agency Control in some instances and was operation that 
was Police led, but utilising City Council resource and the system and 
knowledge as to who lived in the City Council properties who was claiming 
benefits, Council Tax etc.  

 
vi. Think Family was part of a Government funded initiative for troubled family.  

This was to create early intervention to help families before they get into 
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difficulties and before they get as far as enforcement and sanctions being 
applied.  This was very effective for families that wanted to sign up for support 
and assistance.  Where the City Council had identified families who had 
difficulties and did not sign up to the support and help being offered, the City 
Council would take it down to the enforcement route and had done so. 

 
vii. With regard to unannounced visits, a series of annual visits were undertaken 

throughout all their neighbourhood programmes.  They were trying to get to 
the 63,000 properties at least once per year.  Through Housing’s contractors, 
they had visited all their properties for gas servicing as they had to do this by 
law every year, but they also wanted to do an annual visit to all their Council 
tenants to assist where they could to ensure that the right amount of support 
was given and to pick up issues around rent arrears and any vulnerable or 
safeguarding issues; assist with benefit claims where necessary.   

 
viii. They were successful in identifying other issues with tenants and on this 

agenda they had discovered through the annual visiting programme a number 
of cannabis factories in Northfield which they had had some success with the 
Police in closing these down.   

 
ix. They would take account of any previous behaviour in case management of 

any tenant.  What they could do in case management was to look at not only 
the property and the events at the property, but also the events that surround 
an individual.  They had a lot of success working in partnership, but there was 
always more that they could do and learn. 

 
x. Inspector Morgan stated that the Neighbourhood Tasking meetings had not 

stopped in terms of cart Blanche.  He advised that he was aware that in some 
areas there was some organisation change and it was uncertain whether this 
was the reason behind it.  He stated that what he was aware of was that in 
some areas there was zero attendance whilst in others, the Tasking meetings 
were well attended and this was what had dictated whether they carried on or 
not.  He could not say that these meetings would be reinstated.  When it came 
to ASB as a matter of course they visit people if they had a report of ASB in a 
particular road in a particular area. 

 
xi. They would target and canvas that area and would go to people and say that 

they had report of ASB in that area and all the local residents would be given 
the opportunity to say whether or not they concur or not on what their 
impression of this was.  They were getting the same, but better information as 
they were effectively taking the meeting to them.   

 
xii. Where the Tasking meetings still exist there was still an appetite and he was 

happy to keep the meetings in place if there was an appetite.  He had heard 
some great things about the Neighbourhood Watch Coordinators in the first 
week and it would be disappointing to think that was being missed 
somewhere as a result of those going.  This would be taken back to ensure 
there was some where for people to contact and ensuring continuity.   

 
xiii. Bruce Pitt, Housing Liaison Board (HLB) representative stated that there were 

things which the voluntary sector could do which the Council could not do.  
The local HLB, Neighbourhood Watch, Police and Street Champions had on a 
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project they were working on currently, whereby using HLB money they were 
hoping to put up bollards, trip rails etc. to stop a particular problem.   

 
xiv. Another thing they were looking at was the refuse bins.  If they could 

persuade Housing, they would put some waste bins on their walkways and 
would empty them.  They would use HLB money to buy these bins.  This was 
the sort of thinking they were considering.  They were aware that there were 
rules and regulations but they would do this from the voluntary sector.  
Voluntary mediation for some of the low level stuff was another idea that they 
could perhaps develop.   

 
xv. Inspector Morgan noted Councillor Goodwin, Frankley in Birmingham 

Councillor’s concerns regarding the rogue motor cyclist and advised that the 
Police was aware that this was an issue in Frankley concerning these off road 
motor cycle in a number of parks in south Birmingham.  He stated that this 
was a difficult thing to Police and that there were rules.  In short they could 
turn up at the location and where they were was not always the best way to 
deal with the issue as it becomes a sport for these rogue cyclists.  What works 
was finding out through community information who they were, where they 
live so that they could go to their home addresses and deal with the issue.  
They needed a better way to say who was responsible for this and would take 
it back to work out what they could do. 

 
xvi. In terms of the travellers there were some processes in place which worked 

well when travellers go onto land that they should not be on.  This was a 
hybrid response and if there were any crime reported in the area that falls 
under the Police who would deal with the issue.  The City Council was 
effective in dealing with the land issue side of things. 

 
xvii. Mr James advised that they had legal processes to follow concerning the 

eviction of illegal encampments.  The officer responsible liaises with the 
travelling community and was effective in moving them on within the period 
stipulated in the legislation.   

 
xviii. In terms of the Private Rented Sector (PRS) as Director of Housing, he did not 

just have the responsibility for Council houses for the City Council, but also 
the responsibility for PRS and the local delivery of ASB and Community 
Safety.  He valued the contribution they received from the voluntary sector. 

 
xix. In terms of putting the information out to the wider community concerning the 

rogue bikes, this was what they did i.e. finding them and crushing them.  They 
will not be seen scrambling around on the fields.  They did not get the rogue 
bikes at the scene, it was going back.  It was about getting the publicity out to 
the public that if they were going to use the rogue bikes they were going to 
lose them.  Social media was one of the strands that they were looking at in 
terms of putting the message out around discouragement of their use.   

 
xx. With regard to ASB on Northfield high Street, the issue was what constitutes 

ASB and what did not.  The issues picked up on the High Street were usually 
a criminal offence or a public order offence or some drunken related activity 
which had led to a criminal offence.  This would not automatically go back to 
Housing as the Police would deal with this issue immediately.  What would 
come under the greater ASB was if there were on-going issues on Northfield 
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High Street with particular people.  The Police would then look at taking this 
back to look at who they were, where they live, the problems they were 
causing in the local area.  This was what they would take back and starts 
working with Housing etc., to look at why they were causing issues in the local 
area.  

 
xxi. There had been reports of people drinking in Northfield High Street and 

whether there was the appetite to deal with these individuals were the cases 
the Police picked up and took back to the businesses which the Police would 
deal with.  Equally a request was made to provide some support and that 
support was not there.  There was no appetite to give any statement as they 
did not wish to get involved, which had led to the question as to whether they 
were causing issues.  The Police tied to deal with this as an ASB issue.       

 
3.        Summing Up and Next Step: - 
 
Richard Davies, Northfield District Head stated that the Neighbourhood Challenge 
was an important piece of work and was a new piece of work following the 
constitutional changes that were instituted in May 2015.   It was about reviewing and 
improving the delivery of services and this role was linked to the new role of District 
Committees in terms of providing leadership and facilitating improved partnership 
working at a local level. 
 
Councillor Booton advised that the there was a fantastic amount of good work that 
was going on in Northfield in terms of ASB.  The Workshop event that was held on 
the 14 January 2016 had 28 people in attendance from a number of organisations – 
to discuss one issue and new outcomes together and try to find the way forward.  
These organisations include:- 
Birmingham City Council, Midland Heart, Sanctuary Housing Association, Circle 
Housing, Bournville Village Trust, Bromford Housing, Northfield Community 
Partnership, West Midlands Police and voluntary groups.    
 
A number of ideas came out of the Workshop and some of the things that had been 
mentioned this afternoon about what were ASB, dealing with expectations from 
residents etc. was one of the first points that were raised at the Workshop.  There 
needed to be a move across social landlords, Police etc. to have a more standard 
approach towards things, not that things were not being done and shared, but it 
needed to be shared in a more thoughtful and better way.   
 
There were organisations that did not always take references for housing and it was 
felt strongly by a number of participants at the Workshop that references for new 
tenants and background checks were essential as to whether people were involved 
in ASB.  This information needed to be shared.  If they had background information 
they may still have housed these tenants but in different areas with a lot more 
thoughts. 
 
Training and information was also one of the things that was being discussed for 
Members of Parliament and Councillors as they needed to be keyed into what was 
and was not possible, what was a reality and not a reality. 
 
A mapping exercise was also discussed and that particularly the Police and Housing 
Associations and the Council knows who owns what property and in what areas.  If 
there was something that was taking place, that information would be on the spot.  It 
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should be up to date and shared.  It would be valuable to share new initiatives 
whether they were successful or unsuccessful.  The Restorative Justice Initiative 
from Midland Heart was one of the things that came to mind. 
 
An interim report would be drawn up as it was important having done all this work 
with partners that those partners were asked what should happen next.  The interim 
report would be presented to the District Committee and it was hope to have some 
input from partners.  One of the recommendations discussed at the Workshop, was 
to have follow up workshops to ensure that some of the issues discussed was acted 
upon and seen to a conclusion. 
 
The Chairman commented that it had been a useful afternoon and that they had 
explored the topic in great depth, adding to the Workshop that they had.  He 
expressed thanks to Inspector Dean Morgan, Ruth Cooke and Robert James on 
behalf of the Committee and for the commitment they had made to work together in 
the future.               
_________________________________________________________________ 
             
BIRMINGHAM COUNCIL HOUSING INVESTMENT PROGRAMME 
ENVIRONMENTAL WORKS BUDGET 2015/16 

 
 Mark Roger, Contract Team Manager, Capital Investment Team introduced the item 

and drew the Committee’s attention to the information in the Northfield District 
Capital Environmental Budget Position Statement 2015/16 and the appendices 
attached to the report.      
 
(See document No. 1) 

  
 Councillor Cruise referred to the New Frankley Parish Council in Birmingham the 

Frankley Centre; approximately £1m worth of funding was spent on refurbishing the 
Centre in 2010/11.  It was currently Housing land and there had been a spate of ram 
raids on that site.  He enquired whether it was possible to spend some of the 
Environmental Works Budget funds on putting in security bollards to protect the 
properties and businesses that were currently in occupation at Frankley Centre. 

 
 Councillor Brew thanked Mr Rogers for the report and stated that he shared his 

concerns regarding the slow way in which the money was being dispensed.  He was 
used to seeing report with Appendix 1 having totals on it.  He had done a quick 
calculation, but could not get the figure of £355k that was on Appendix 4.  Regarding 
whether they had a split on a Ward basis, he was not particularly championing sub-
dividing the money down to Wards, but it was necessary to see the Wards where 
they were spending the money.   

 
 Northfield Ward in 2014/15 was the main beneficiary.  In the previous year Northfield 

Ward was down the list and Councillor Seabright stated that they were quite low in 
2015/16.  Councillor Brew stated that he would personally like to see that they look 
where they were spending the funds on a year by year basis.  He added that it was 
recognised that there were schemes in Wards that needed more money in one 
particular year, but they needed to look at the total picture. 

 
 Richard Burden, MP referred to the figures in the report and stated that the figures 

appeared not to have been correct.  In terms of distribution of the funding, in his 
opinion he was not sure that devolving the funds to Wards would be a good idea, but 
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that he think that there was an issue about double check on the communities.  A 
quick look through the information showed that there may be areas where he could 
not be expected to spend, but it could be because it had funds the previous year, or 
it could be that something was coming.  There appeared to be concentration in 
particular areas.  This may be the right prioritised scheme, but the issue was whether 
maybe there was an argument, or may be at each year end to have a review of what 
had happened, whether there were gaps and then to check if something had been 
missed.  The level of community infrastructure in an area could mean that a 
neighbourhood needs was not being picked up as they were not sufficiently being 
plugged into the network that was available. 

 
 The Chairman stated that it was recognised that this year the figures had been 

skewed due to the applications that had been submitted and areas that did not 
submit an application.   

 
 In response to a comment by Councillor Freeman, the Chairman stated that the 

issue in Weoley Ward was whether the Members had liaise with Ruth Bowles, Place 
Manager and the HLB to get a programme put through.  With regard to whether they 
devolved funds down to the Wards, this could be discussed at the next Committee 
meeting, but if this was done it would cut the option of investing the money into two 
or three schemes that was seen as important. 

 
 Councillor Clancy stated that when they look at where the money was being spent, 

the decisions would have been made at the HLBs and some people would link in to 
where they wanted the work to be done.   

  
 The Chairman stated that a lot of the proposals emanated from the HLBs but also 

from officers and the walkabouts in the areas.  It was clear that some areas had 
missed out in this process and this needed to be rectified. 

 
 Mr Davies advised that the key contact was the Place Managers for the Wards.  

Members needed to speak with their Place Managers and then go from there in 
considering what might be a relevant scheme and what was already on the list of 
options of things that might take place. 

 
 Bruce stated that as an HLB member, they had to be a bit sharper on what they were 

doing in terms of the projects.  If this was put to the HLB members they needed to be 
much sharper on what was happening. 

 
 The Chairman stated that the critical thing was that it was not decisions being made 

by the HLB members except for the proposals.  The decisions were made by the 
District Committee.  If the Committee was not happy with the decisions they were 
making, they needed to be doing earlier in the process to ensure that what was 
presented to the Committee was balanced in the right way. 

 
 Councillor Freeman advised that the HLB in Weoley Ward had spent £1000 which 

would be transferred over to next year’s.  They had a bigger project for next year that 
would cost more than what they would receive. 

 
 The Chairman advised that the Capital budget had been brought forward in the past 

when they had an underspend.  They had told the officers that they wanted to spend 
it and they had come up with a proposal which had led to the Committee to be the 
first District to have actually spent the money within the appropriate time.     
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 Mr Rogers advised that the Frankley Centre project proposal could be considered for 

next year.  He undertook to recalculate the figures and circulate them to Members.  
In terms of the Capital budget, any work that was in progress, he could request that 
his finance colleagues accrue this to be carried forward to the next year. 

 The Chairman thanked Mark Rogers for attending the meeting and presenting the 
information. 

 
 It was            
 
239 RESOLVED: - 
 

1. That progress in connection with the projects initiated in 2014/15 and 2015/16  
                 (Appendix 1) be noted.  
     

2. The process for carrying out improvements using the Environmental Works 
budget (Appendix 2) be noted.    

 
3. The criteria for carrying out work via the Environmental Works budget (Appendix 

3) be noted.  
 

4. The budget position statement provided at Appendix 4 be noted.  
 ___________________________________________________________________ 
                  
 AUTHORITY TO CHAIRMAN AND OFFICERS  
  
240 RESOLVED: -  
  

Chairman to move:- 
 
”That in an urgent situation between meetings, the Chair jointly with the relevant 
Chief Officer has authority to act on behalf of the Committee.” 
  

  
 

  
 
The meeting ended at 1610 hours. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       ----------------------------------------- 
                    CHAIRMAN 
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Birmingham Cycle Revolution

District Committee Meeting

January 2016

Ciaron Morgan / Joanna Spencer-Smith

Project Manager – BCR South
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What is Birmingham Cycle Revolution?
Birmingham is one of eight cities awarded DfT funding to increase 

the proportion of journeys in the city made by bike

• The other cities are: Bristol, Cambridge, Leeds, Manchester, 

Newcastle, Norwich and Oxford

• BCC secured DfT Cycling City Ambition Grant (CCAG) in 2013 to 

deliver the £24m BCR Phase 1 programme. Implementation of 

the works for this Phase are now underway. 

• BCC secured further CCAG and LGF to deliver the BCR Phases 

2 & 3 (£8m and £30m respectively) additional cycle infrastructure 

over the next 5 years. 

• Allocated to Highways is approximately £24.3m, for schemes 

predominately along the City’s major arterial roads (and network 

of local routes along minor roads.)
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Managing the process

Highways:
• Divided into 4 areas

• Dedicated Project Manager

• Stakeholder engagement

• Manage expectations

Other Elements:

• Canal Towpath upgrades 

• Green Routes & Local Links

• Birmingham Big Bikes

• Cycle Parking

• Brompton Docks (Bike Hire)

• Green Travel Districts

• ‘Mini Holland’ - Pilot/TrialPage 39 of 142



South Area - Overview
Key characteristics:

• Main routes (red lines) Harborne

Road Main Corridor, A38 Bristol Road

and Stratford Road (BCR2)

• Major Junctions on the A38 at

Belgrave Middleway and Priory Road

• Series of parallel routes (dashed blue

lines) to create local networks along

minor roads.

• Green Travel Districts (green areas)

Selly Oak and Life Sciences,

Northfield Town Centre, Longbridge

and ITEC Park, and Moseley & Kings

Heath

• 937 bikes were given out as part of

the Big Birmingham Bikes initiative

• 20mph Area between Pershore Road

and Hagley Road, from the Ring Road

to the A4040 (outer circle)Page 40 of 142



Aims

• Making roads & junctions safer for cyclists

• Improving health & the environment

• Reducing car use and CO2 emissions

• Improving connectivity for households without a 
car, and

• Benefiting pedestrians, public transport users 
and road safety

to ‘promote sustainable travel options by increasing the 
attractiveness of cycling’, which will contribute towards:
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How? The options available

On road (within existing traffic lanes)

Bus lanes with cycle use

Footpath conversions (shared or segregated)

Signs, Lining, Traffic calming…

Supportive Measures:
Big Birmingham Bikes, Green Travel Districts, Canal &Greenway Local Links)
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Considerations

CYCLISTS OTHER ROAD USERS

Traffic flow 
management

On-street 
parking

Road capacity

Continuous 
routes

Quality routes

Safety
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Outline Process
• Analyse current situation (ongoing)

• Identify potential options (ongoing)

• Councillor engagement (ongoing)

• Identify preferred options (underway)

• Preliminary/ Outline Designs – early 2016* 

• 1st Stakeholder & Public Consultations – spring 2016*

• Modify designs (where possible)

• Detailed Designs – 2016/17*

• 2nd Stakeholder & Public Consultations (where required)

• Construction – 2017 to 2020*

* Indicative dates/periods only
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What’s needed from Councillors

Engagement from outset to assess & inform options

Local knowledge/ potential issues to develop mitigation

Input to process of determining measures along routes

‘Champion’ Birmingham Cycle Revolution
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Performance Narrative – Landlord Services 
Quarter 3 2015 / 2016 
 
Anti-Social Behaviour  Managed by Jonathan Antill (Acting Senior Service 

Manager) 
 

• Northfield received 226 new enquiries of ASB in 
the Quarter. This is the highest number of 
received enquiries in the City. 240 cases were 
closed in the same period of which 98% were 
closed successfully. 

• The ASB Initial contact performance is 100% of 
initial contacts have taken place within the 
target time against.  

• As at 17/2/16 the local teams are currently 
working on 95 ASB cases these range from low 
level nuisance to more serious issues such as 
cannabis factories. There are currently 5 Cat A 
and 90 Cat B cases 

• As at 17/2/16 the Kings Norton ward has 25 
cases (26.3%), Longbridge ward 19 cases 
(20%), Northfield ward 30 cases (31.6%) and 
Weoley ward 21 cases (22.1%) ASB cases 
open. 
 

Estates and Tenancy 
Management  

Managed by Jonathan Antill (Acting Senior Service 
Manager) 
 
The Northfield District has 10096 local authority 
Housing Properties this has increased from previous 
figures by 68 properties due to new BMHT properties 
being completed.  
 
Kings Norton ward  2841 tenancies 
Longbridge  ward    2632       “ 
Weoley ward           2526       “ 
Northfield ward        2097       “ 
 
The District has 33 high rise blocks managed by three 
local Housing teams. 
 
The city target for cleaning of high rise blocks is for 
100% to achieve a 'satisfactory' score rating of 45 
points and above. 72% are expected to achieve a 
'good' score rating of 60 points or above. 
 
In the quarter, 93% of our high rise blocks achieved a 
‘good’ rating or better. 
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Low Rise Blocks 
 
Within the District there are currently 186 low rise 
blocks which are covered by either neighbourhood 
caretaking schemes or external contract cleaners. 

  
For the quarter the Northfield District achieved 100%.  
Of the blocks audited were found to be cleaned to a 
satisfactory standard or higher. 
 
Lodgers in Occupation also known as Unlawful 
Occupiers 
 
For the quarter, the District had 15 open cases more 
than 12 weeks old. These cases are complex and 
often require us to take court possession action. 
Dealing with cases of this nature, including waiting for 
court hearing dates, will take cases beyond 12 weeks.   
 
 
Introductory tenancies 
 
The Northfield District had 2.2% of introductory 
tenancies older than 12 Months This is well below the 
city target of 8%.  
 
Average of bi-annual estate assessment scores 
 
Northfield average of estate assessments is 28.3 
which rates the District as Good and needing only a 
0.3 increase to be rated excellent  
 

Voids and Lettings  Voids is managed by Gary Nicholls (Senior Service 
Manager) and Lettings by Karen Markall (Acting 
Senior Service Manager) 
 
For the Quarter the average days turnaround to re-let 
all properties in Northfield was 21.5 days. This puts 
Northfield district within the City target of 30 days.  
 
The number of days to turn round a sheltered property 
for the quarter was 13.9 days. This is the best 
performance for the City. However this figure does 
fluctuate widely due to the figure not being calculated 
until a property is let. Hence it may only take 1 long 
term void to adversely affect the performance such as 
the figure for Ladywood. 
 
The Northfield district average time taken to repair an 
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empty property by the Repairs provider Willmott Dixon 
South was 15.2 days per void.  This is within the City 
standard of 20 days and is the third best figure in the 
City. 
 
The % of properties advertised and re-let 1st time was 
88.3%. Again this is above the City target of 75% 
 
Customer satisfaction with their new home was 91.7%.  
 
As a snap shot the Northfield District had 8 Sheltered 
Housing Void properties at the end of the Quarter. 
 

Achievements – 
Quarter 4 

 
These will be reported verbally during the meeting 
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7; <= ;1 ;1 2>0?@= AB3245C 8=D 5; 43;D 4; 25E476 232:= 52DD B2; 8F 47DG 83D 523:= E25BHD 4;= 7AI 83;1 A4; 2

JJK
JLM
JNO
JMP
OJQ
JLQ
JJL
JNR
LKL

PSTTNPPLPPUTTOPPQPP VW XSVW XYVW XZVW XU[ \]X\̂_VW XSVW XYVW XZVW XU[ \]XW `_ ]W \
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Ë ÌÍÎ ÏÐÑÒ i ÌÐÐÏÓÛ ÕÑÖ× ÜÐÑÜÏÐÛÖ ÏØ jØÙ ÏÚÛ ÏÐÏ× ÑÓÚ k j( ÓÞÜØÙ ÑÛÒÖ ß ÌÐÏ

Ë ÑÝ ÞÐßÏÛ

lí mn ø� míðlí mo pë míðlî mn óô míqlí mr �ì míqlí mn ø� míqlí mo pë míqlî mn óô míslí mr �ì mís

t öëó� ô øùú òìöû p øììòôë ýöþõ �ìö�òìëþ òÿ mu ôó�ÿ� öë
ûþ v øìò

����
����
���

���
��
�wx
Iyz

t öëó� ô øùú òìöû p øììòôë ýöþõ �ìö�òìëþ òÿ mu ôó�ÿ� öë
ûþ v øìò

{õ vú óÿëöô{ ìõþ ôvëöô| ó��} ìòòô| öõ vò|þ��~ óõ �üööõ÷ öìë�ûþ ò�õ� òìì �� óììu ò�� �o ó�u øëëöôñ óìõ� ò �

�� �� �� ������
��
���
	�
��
�

 ���

%&'(Û ÞÛ ÌØ
�������

�������

SYY
SYb

JJR
JNQ

JJO
�b

��

TYTUTcT�TSTTSYTSUT PJ �� �� �JMP
J �� �� �JMP
N �� �� �JOP
J ��  ¡ �JOP
J �� �� �JOP
J �� �� �JOP
N �� �� �JQP
J ��  ¡ �JQ

NPJM¢JO

NPJO¢JQ
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£ ÏÐiÏÓÛ ÞßÏÑÒ Ø ÌÜÜÑÐÛ ÜÚ ÞÓØiÑÍÜÚ ÏÛ Ï×Ö Ó¤ ÔÏÏ¥ Ø

' ÐÏÏÓ

¦Ö ßßÏÐÖ ØÎ ÏÛÛ ÏÐ ê ëìíê ëìîê ëìïê ëìðñ òóìòôõê ëìíê ëìîê ëìïê ëìðñ òóìëöõ óëò

� òìpòôëóvòöû ÿ ø��öìë �� óôÿpöù�� òëòõþ ôð
üòò� ÿ

w�§�
		§�

§w�
§w�§
�	�§
w�§
w�§x?̈
Cy	©w�
§

t óìvòëª «¬ª «¬ª «¬ª «¬ª «¬ª «¬ª «¬ª «¬ª «¬ª «¬

u ëóôõ óìõª¬ª
¬ª
¬ª
¬ª¬
ª¬
ª¬
ª¬ª
¬ª
¬ ®̄°±�²

%&'(Û ÞÛ ÌØ

�������

�������

³Ḱ
JPṔ
RQ́
³Ń
³Ĺ
JPJ́
³Ó
³Ḱ
³Ŕª «¬ ª¬

OṔbbµQṔQÓ�TµKÓRṔRÓ³Ṕ³ÓJPṔ VW XSVW XYVW XZVW XU[ \]X\̂_VW XSVW XYVW XZVW XU[ \]XW `_ ]W \
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£ ÏÐiÏÓÛ ÞßÏÑÒ· ÞÐÏÚÖ ÓÏiÞÚÚ ØÞÓØ ÔÏÐÏ× ÔÖÛÙÖ Ó¹̧ ØÏiÑÓ× Ø

' ÐÏÏÓ

¦Ö ßßÏÐÖ ØÎ ÏÛÛ ÏÐ ê ëìíê ëìîê ëìïê ëìðñ òóìòôõê ëìíê ëìîê ëìïê ëìðñ òóìëöõ óëò

� òìpòôëóvòöûº óìò�þ ôòpó�� ÿ
óôÿ üòìòõ üþ ë�þ ôsl ÿòpöôõ ÿ

ww§w
w§ww
§ww§
ww§�
		§�
		§�
		§x?̈
Cy	©�	
	§

t óìvòëª»¬ª
»¬ª»
¬ª»¬
ª»¬
ª»¬
ª»¬
ª»¬ª
»¬ª
»¬

u ëóôõ óìõª «¬ª «¬ª «¬ª «¬ª «¬ª «¬ª «¬ª «¬ª «¬ª «¬ ®̄°±�¼
%&'(Û ÞÛ ÌØ

�������

�������

��µ
��µ
��µ
��µ
��µ
STTµ
STTµ
STTµ
STTµª»¬ ª «¬

OṔOÓQṔcbµKṔKÓ�TµRÓ�Tµ³ÓJPṔ ½� ¡J½� ¡N½� ¡L½� ¡M¾ ¿�¡¿�À½� ¡J½� ¡N½� ¡L½� ¡M¾ ¿�¡� ÁÀ �� ¿

NPJM¢JO

NPJO¢JQ
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Ë ÌÍÎ ÏÐÑÒ iÞÚÚ ØÙ ÞÓ×Ú Ï×

Ë ÑÝ ÞÐßÏÛ

÷ øùú òìöû pó�� ÿ � óôõ� òõ
ê ëìíê ëìîê ëìïê ëìðê ëìíê ëìîê ëìïê ëìð

÷ öìë� Â øóõ ìóôë
� Ã

�� Ã
	w� Ã��	� Ã��

 Ã��	� Ã���� Ã���

Ä

{ óÿëÂ øóõ ìóôë
�	 Ã����� Ã��
w Ã����� Ã����� Ã��	�	 Ã��	� Ã�w�

Ä

u ö øë� Â øóõ ìóôë
�� Ã����� Ã����� Ã��w�� Ãw���� Ã����� Ã
���� Ã	��

Ä

Å òÿëÂ øóõ ìóôë
� Ãww	� Ã		

 Ã��

 Ã���
 Ã�
w
 Ã	�	� Ã���

Ä

ºþ ë �üþõ ò
�� Ã����� Ã����� Ã��	�w Ã����	 Ã�	��
 Ã����w Ãw��

Ä
ÆÇ®�²

È �É�� #Ê� É�Ë �Ì��� ���� ��È ÉÍ ��Î �ËÏ É�Ð � #Ê$

Ñ äÒéçè ÒçéÓ ÔãäÓÕ Öàá âãäåæ çäãè éçâè äà äç× éçØâÙãäâÙÓÚ ÔÒÒéçèÚ äçÛæ ãäÜÝ äâØ

Þæ Ùâáß äçÜæ éÙàá âãä âäå

%&'(Û ÞÛ ÌØ
�������

�������
LM æMNM

LR æMJN
LL æJJP

L³ æJRK
MP æNPK

Zc ç�Y�
N³ æ³NM

�O æPPPST çTTTJO æPPPNP æPPPNO æPPPLP æPPPZb çTTTMP æPPPMO æPPP VW XS
VW XY
VW XZ
VW XU
VW XS
VW XY
VW XZ
VW XU

YTSUaSb

YTSbaSc

è X̀Wé êë]_ X]̂Wì ]íW êë]_ X]̂Wî ë̀Wé êë]_ X]̂Wï \íW êë]_ X]̂WðñW òóñ_ \
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& ÕÏÐÞßÏÛÖ ÍÏÛ Þ¥ ÏÓÛ ÑÞÓØ ÔÏÐiÞÚÚ Øô Ö ÓØÏiÑÓ× Øõ

' ÐÏÏÓ

( ÍÞÚÚ ÏÐÖ ØÎ ÏÛÛ ÏÐ
r ýòìóvòëþ ùòëó� òôëö óôÿ üòìpó�� ÿöþ ô ÿòpöôõ ÿ÷

ê ëìíê ëìîê ëìïê ëìðê ëìíê ëìîê ëìïê ëìð

÷ öìë� Â øóõ ìóôë
���
���
��
���
��w

Ä

{ óÿëÂ øóõ ìóôë
�
�
��	
��
��



Ä

u ö øë� Â øóõ ìóôë
���
�w
��
�	�
��



Ä

Å òÿëÂ øóõ ìóôë
��
�


�
��

Ä

ºþ ë �üþõ ò
�	�
�w
���
w�
���

Ä

t óìvòëøø
ø
ø
øø
ø
ø

ÆÇ®�¼
%&'(Û ÞÛ ÌØ

�������

�������
NP

JR
�

JN
J³

JM
JJ

ø

POJPJONPNOZTZbMPMO ½� ¡J
½� ¡N
½� ¡L
½� ¡M
½� ¡J
½� ¡N
½� ¡L
½� ¡M

NPJM¢JO

NPJO¢JQ

ù Á¡�ú û��À ¡���ü �ý� û��À ¡���þ Á��ú û��À ¡���ÿ ¿ý� û��À ¡������ ���À ¿� �¡�¿�
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£ ÏÐiÏÓÛ ÞßÏÑÒ iÞÚÚ ØÞÓØ ÔÏÐÏ×

' ÐÏÏÓ

¦Ö ßßÏÐÖ ØÎ ÏÛÛ ÏÐ
� òìpòôëóvòöû pó�� ÿ óôÿ üòìòõ

ê ëìíê ëìîê ëìïê ëìðê ëìíê ëìîê ëìïê ëìð

÷ öìë� Â øóõ ìóôë
w�§w

§w�
§w�
§w�
§w�
§w�§

Ä

{ óÿëÂ øóõ ìóôë
w�§w
�§ww
§ww§
ww§w
w§ww
§

Ä

u ö øë� Â øóõ ìóôë
w�§w
�§ww
§w�§
w�§w
�§w
�§

Ä

Å òÿëÂ øóõ ìóôë
w�§w
w§ww
§w�§
ww§w
w§ww
§

Ä

ºþ ë �üþõ ò
w�§w
�§ww
§w�§
w�§
w�§
ww§

Ä

t óìvòëª «¬ª «¬ª «¬ª «¬ª «¬ª «¬ª «¬ª «¬
ÆÇ®��

�������

%&'(Û ÞÛ ÌØ
�������

³Ḱ
³Ḱ

³³́
³Ŕ

³Ŕ
³Ŕ

³³́
ª «¬

RṔ�YµRḾRQ́��µ³Ṕ³Ń³Ḿ³Q́��µJPṔ ½� ¡J
½� ¡N
½� ¡L
½� ¡M
½� ¡J
½� ¡N
½� ¡L
½� ¡M

NPJM¢JO

NPJO¢JQ

ù Á¡�ú û��À ¡���ü �ý� û��À ¡���þ Á��ú û��À ¡���ÿ ¿ý� û��À ¡������ ���À ¿� �¡�¿�
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£ ÏÐiÏÓÛ ÞßÏÑÒ%Ö ßÙÛÝ Ñ% ÏÜÞÖ Ð	 ÑÎ ØiÑÍÜÚ ÏÛ Ï× ÑÓÛÖ ÍÏ

& ÍÎ ÏÐ

¦Ö ßßÏÐÖ ØÎ ÏÛÛ ÏÐ ê ëìíê ëìîê ëìïê ëìðñ òóìòôõê ëìíê ëìîê ëìïê ëìðñ òóìëöõ óëò

� òìpòôëóvòöû
þ v� ët ö 
 ò�óþ ì� öú ÿpöù�� òëòõ öô
ëþ ùò

w
 �w§w� ��§w� �
§w� ��§w� �w§w� ��§w� ��§w� �w§x?̈C
y	©w� ��§

t óìvòëª»¬ª
»¬ª»
¬ª»
¬ª»¬
ª»¬
ª»¬
ª»¬ª
»¬ª
»¬

u ëóôõ óìõª¬ª
¬ª¬
ª¬ª
¬ª¬
ª¬ª
¬ª¬
ª¬

� òìpòôëóvòöû
þ v� ët ö 
 ò�óþ ì� öú ÿpöù�� òëòõ öô
ëþ ùò

{õ vú óÿëöô{ ìõþ ôvëöô| ó��} ìòòô| öõ vò|þ��~ óõ �üööõ÷ öìë�ûþ ò�õ� òìì �� óììu ò�� �o ó�u øëëöôñ óìõ� ò �

ê øóìëòìïîlíq mísw� ��§w� �
§w� �w§ww ��§w� ��§w� �
§w
 �w§w� ��§w� ��§ww ��§ ����²

Î ���Ë�  # Ê�Ì�#Ë  #��  � #Ë �# #���� �Ï #�  Ì� ���#$

�������
Ñ äÒéçè ÒçéÓ ÔãäÓÕ Öàá âãäåæ çäãè éçâè äà äç× éçØâÙãäâÙÓÚ ÔÒÒéçèÚ äçÛæ ãäÜÝ äâØ

Þæ Ùâáß äçÜæ éÙàá âãä âäå

�������%&'(Û ÞÛ ÌØ

�c ��µ�� �Sµ�� �cµ�� ��µ�� ��µ�� �bµ�� �bµ�� ��µ
�� �Zµª»¬ ª¬

�TµRŃRḾRQ́RŔ³Ṕ³Ń³Ḿ�cµ³ŔJPṔ ½� ¡J½� ¡N½� ¡L½� ¡M¾ ¿�¡¿�À½� ¡J½� ¡N½� ¡L½� ¡M¾ ¿�¡� ÁÀ �� ¿

NPJM¢JO

NPJO¢JQ
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£ ÏÐiÏÓÛ ÞßÏÑÒ ÞÜÜÑÖ ÓÛ ÍÏÓÛ Ø¥ ÏÜÛ

& ÍÎ ÏÐ

¦Ö ßßÏÐÖ ØÎ ÏÛÛ ÏÐ ê ëìíê ëìîê ëìïê ëìðñ òóìòôõê ëìíê ëìîê ëìïê ëìðñ òóìëöõ óëò

� òìpòôëóvòöû ó��öþ ôëùòôëÿ� ò�ë
w�§w
�§w
�§w
�§w
�§w� ��§w� ��§w� ��§x?̈C
y	©w� ��§

t óìvòëª»¬ª
»¬ª»
¬ª»
¬ª»¬
ª»¬
ª»¬
ª»¬ª
»¬ª
»¬

u ëóôõ óìõª «¬ª «¬ª «¬ª «¬ª «¬ª «¬ª «¬ª «¬ª «¬ª «¬ �����

�������

�������%&'(Û ÞÛ ÌØ

³Ŕ
³Ḱ
³Ŕ
³Ŕ
³Ŕ
³K �Ŕ³K �Ḿ³K �Ŕ
³K �Ḱª»¬ ª «¬

RṔRŃRḾRQ́RŔ³Ṕ³Ń³Ḿ³Q́³ŔJPṔ ½� ¡J½� ¡N½� ¡L½� ¡M¾ ¿�¡¿�À½� ¡J½� ¡N½� ¡L½� ¡M¾ ¿�¡� ÁÀ �� ¿

NPJM¢JO

NPJO¢JQ
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� Ï ÔÖÚÚ ÐÏØÜÑÓ×Û ÑÏÍÏÐßÏÓi kÐÏÜÞÖ ÐØÖ ÓÛ ÔÑÙ Ñ ÌÐØ¦Ö ÐÍÖ ÓßÙ ÞÍ£ ÐÑÍÖ ØÏ

% Ï×

¦Ö ßßÏÐÖ ØÎ ÏÛÛ ÏÐ ê ëìíê ëìîê ëìïê ëìðñ òóìòôõê ëìíê ëìîê ëìïê ëìðñ òóìëöõ óëò

Å ò üþ�� ìòÿ�öôõ ëö òùòìvòôp �ìò�óþ ìÿþ ôë üö
� ö øìÿ

w� ��§w
 �w§w
 ��§	
§w
 ��§

t óìvòë�¬ �¬ �¬ �¬ �¬ �¬ �¬ �¬ �¬ �¬ ���²�

01= 5= 5472<9245B32 �01 232= 5781= 5; 83= E4GD 4; 44:4=G 46G 2

%&'(Û ÞÛ ÌØ

�������

�������

�� ���
�� ���
�� ���

�� ����¬

T �TµNP �ṔMP �ṔQP �ṔRP �ṔSTT �Tµ
��  !
��  "
��  #
��  �
$ %& � '( &� %

")!�* !�
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� Ï ÔÖÚÚ ÐÏØÑÚ ÕÏÐÑ ÌÛÖ ÓÏÐÏÜÞÖ ÐØ ÔÖÛÙÖ Ó+¹× Þ kØ
¦Ö ÐÍÖ ÓßÙ ÞÍ£ ÐÑÍÖ ØÏ

% Ï×

¦Ö ßßÏÐÖ ØÎ ÏÛÛ ÏÐ ê ëìíê ëìîê ëìïê ëìðñ òóìòôõê ëìíê ëìîê ëìïê ëìðñ òóìëöõ óëò

Å ò üþ�� ìòÿö� ýòìö øëþ ôò
ìò�óþ ìÿ üþ ë�þ ôïlõ ó �ÿ

w� �
§w� �
§w� ��§	 �	§w� ��§

t óìvòë�¬ �¬ �¬ �¬ �¬ �¬ �¬ �¬ �¬ �¬

Å ò üþ�� ìòÿö� ýòìö øëþ ôò
ìò�óþ ìÿ üþ ë�þ ôïlõ ó �ÿ{õ vú óÿëöô{ ìõþ ôvëöô| ó��} ìòòô| öõ vò|þ��~ óõ �üööõ÷ öìë�ûþ ò�õ� òìì �� óììu ò�� �o ó�u øëëöôñ óìõ� ò �

ê øóìëòìïîlíq mísw� �	§w
 ��§w	 ��§w� �	§w� ��§w� ��§w
 �w§w� ��§w
 �w§w� ��§ ���²,

01= 5= 5472<9245B32 �01 232= 5781= 5; 83= E4GD 4; 44:4=G 46G 2

%&'(Û ÞÛ ÌØ

�������

�������

�! ���
�" ���
�� �#�

�" �-��¬

P �ṔNP �ṔUT �TµQP �ṔRP �ṔJPP �Ṕ ./ 01
./ 02
./ 03
./ 04
5 670/ 89 7/ 6

2:1;< 1=
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£ ÏÐiÏÓÛ ÞßÏÑÒ ßÞØØÏÐ ÕÖ iÖ ÓßiÑÍÜÚ ÏÛ Ï× ÞßÞÖ ÓØÛ ÜÏÐÖ Ñ× ÜÐÑÒÖÚ Ï

' ÐÏÏÓ

Ý ÞÐßÏÛ j¦Ö ßßÏÐÖ ØÎ ÏÛÛ ÏÐ ê ëìíê ëìîê ëìïê ëìðñ òóìòôõê ëìíê ëìîê ëìïê ëìðñ òóìëöõ óëò

� òìpòôëóvòöû vóÿÿòì ýþ pþ ôv
pöù�� òëòõ óvóþ ôÿë�òìþ öõ

�ìöûþ� ò
w� ��§ww ��§ww ��§�		
§�		§
w� �w§ww �w§ww �w§x?̈C
y	©ww �w§

t óìvòëªª¬ª
ª¬ªª
¬ªª
¬ªª¬
ªª¬
ªª¬
ªª¬ª
ª¬ª
ª¬

u ëóôõ óìõª >¬ª >¬ª >¬ª >¬ª >¬ª >¬ª >¬ª >¬ª >¬ª >¬

� òìpòôëóvòöû vóÿÿòì ýþ pþ ôv
pöù�� òëòõ óvóþ ôÿë�òìþ öõ

�ìöûþ� ò
?D A6 45; 87? 3D= 7A; 87@ 4GGA 3227@ 8D A2@=GGF 4D B<88DI 83;1@= 2GDC 233BD 433E 2GG BF 4GE H;; 87> 43DG 2B

ê øóìëòìïîlíq mísww �w§ww �w§�		
§�		§
ww �w§ww ��§ww ��§ww ��§�		
§�		
§

I JKLM NJOPø �«QRO SLTUSVJTTWXP VY TSZKOY S [

����\
�������

�������

%&'(Û ÞÛ ÌØ

³R �Ḱ³³ �Ó³³ �ÓJP
ṔJP
Ṕ³R �³́³³ �³́³³ �³́
³³ �³́ªª¬ ª >¬

RṔ�YµRḾ�cµRŔ�Tµ³Ń�Uµ³Q́³ŔJPṔ ½� ¡J½� ¡N½� ¡L½� ¡M¾ ¿�¡¿�À½� ¡J½� ¡N½� ¡L½� ¡M¾ ¿�¡� ÁÀ �� ¿
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£ ÏÐiÏÓÛ ÞßÏÑÒ ßÞØÐÏÜÞÖ ÐØiÑÍÜÚ ÏÛ Ï× ÔÖÛÙÖ Ó]× Þ kØ

' ÐÏÏÓ

Ý ÞÐßÏÛ j¦Ö ßßÏÐÖ ØÎ ÏÛÛ ÏÐ ê ëìíê ëìîê ëìïê ëìðñ òóìòôõê ëìíê ëìîê ëìïê ëìðñ òóìëöõ óëò

� òìpòôëóvòöû vóÿìò�óþ ìÿ
pöù�� òëòõ üþ ë�þ ôõ̂ ó �ÿ�w ��§w	 ��§w� ��§�w ��§�w ��§�� ��§�� ��§w	 ��§x?̈C

y	©�w �	§

t óìvòëª¬ª
¬ª
¬ª¬
ª¬
ª¬
ª¬
ª¬ª
¬ª
¬

u ëóôõ óìõ» «¬» «¬» «¬» «¬» «¬» «¬» «¬» «¬» «¬» «¬

� òìpòôëóvòöû vóÿìò�óþ ìÿ
pöù�� òëòõ üþ ë�þ ôõ̂ ó �ÿ{õ vú óÿëöô{ ìõþ ôvëöô| ó��} ìòòô| öõ vò|þ��~ óõ �üööõ÷ öìë�ûþ ò�õ� òìì �� óììu ò�� �o ó�u øëëöôñ óìõ� ò �

ê øóìëòìïîlíq mís�w ��§�� ��§w	 ��§w� �	§�
 ��§�w ��§�� ��§�w ��§�� ��§w� �w§ ���²�
�������

�������

%&'(Û ÞÛ ÌØ

R³ �J́³
P �Ĺ³J �ÓR³ �ŔR³ �ŔRR �ŃRR �J́³
P �J́
R³ �Ṕª¬ » «¬

�TµRŃRḾRQ́RŔ³Ṕ³Ń³Ḿ³Q́³ŔJPṔ ��  !��  "��  #��  �$ %& %_(��  !��  "��  #��  �$ %& � '( &� %
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· ÌØÛ ÑÍÏÐØÞÛÖ ØÒ ÞiÛÖ ÑÓ ÔÖÛÙ ÐÏÜÞÖ ÐØ

& ÍÎ ÏÐ

¦Ö ßßÏÐÖ ØÎ ÏÛÛ ÏÐ ê ëìíê ëìîê ëìïê ëìðñ òóìòôõê ëìíê ëìîê ëìïê ëìðñ òóìëöõ óëò

º øÿëöùòìÿóëþ ÿû ópëþ öô üþ ë�
ìò�óþ ìÿ

w� �w§w� ��§w� ��§w� ��§w� ��§w� �w§w� ��§w� ��§w�
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e fghijklm injm kinffhffohlmmp hghijhlm nqhkr jngsm nts ogikuhohlm fjkogt hm hv wsmps lms ohfjnt h

e ox hi

ys qqhis fx hmm hi ê ëìíê ëìîê ëìïê ëìðñ òóìòôõê ëìíê ëìîê ëìïê ëìðñ òóìëöõ óëò
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èp hghijhlm nqhkr jngsm nts ogikuhohlm fwkié fjkogt hm hv nlv n¢vsm hvx êyëë wsmp lkv hr hjm fklp nlv kuhi

� hv

ys qqhis fx hmm hi ê ëìíê ëìîê ëìïê ëìðñ òóìòôõê ëìíê ëìîê ëìïê ëìðñ òóìëöõ óëò
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ô hijhlm nqhkr j¢fm kohiffnms frs hv wsmp jklm injm kighir kionljh

  ihhl

ys qqhis fx hmm hi ê ëìíê ëìîê ëìïê ëìðñ òóìòôõê ëìíê ëìîê ëìïê ëìðñ òóìëöõ óëò
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ô hijhlm nqhkr j¢fm kohiffnms frs hv wsmpmp hý¢ntsm êkrmp hs ip kohs ogikuhohlm

  ihhl

ys qqhis fx hmm hi ê ëìíê ëìîê ëìïê ëìðñ òóìòôõê ëìíê ëìîê ëìïê ëìðñ òóìëöõ óëò
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ô hijhlm nqhkr j¢fm kohiffnms frs hv wsmpys ios lqp noësm êë k¢ljst� fkuhintt gikjhff

  ihhl

ys qqhis fx hmm hi ê ëìíê ëìîê ëìïê ëìðñ òóìòôõê ëìíê ëìîê ëìïê ëìðñ òóìëöõ óëò
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ô hijhlm nqhkr njm ¢nt fghlv nfngikgkims klkr ihus fhv nll¢ntx ¢v qhm *êhnim kv nm h

  ihhl

ys qqhis fx hmm hi ê ëìíê ëìîê ëìïê ëìð
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ë ngsm ntM kié fjkogt hm hvm kv nm hx êm êgh Nnfngikgkims klkr êhni *hlvm niqhm

O hni *hlv è niqhm f
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Preface 
By Peter Griffiths, Executive Member, Northfield District Committee 

At its Annual General Meeting in May 2015, Birmingham City Council gave a new role to the District 

Committee’s to undertake a “Neighbourhood Challenge”, looking into an issue affecting citizens in 

the District.  Ward Committees and Neighbourhood Forums were consulted and our District chose 

the topic of Housing (cross-tenure) and Anti-Social Behaviour for our first inquiry. 

This report and its recommendations are the result of our work and contributions of all the 

participants involved in the process. 

My thanks go to all our partners in this process who have given so willingly of their time, offered 

wise advice throughout the inquiry and helped in drafting this report.  Our inquiry could only be as 

good as the contributions made by them and the support they provided. 

Special thanks to Cllr Steve Booton (Weoley) and Richard Davies, Head of Northfield District, for 

making everything happen to time and work so well. I would also like to thanks the Birmingham 

Social Housing Partnership and its members for their positive contribution to this Neighbourhood 

challenge. 

It is my expectation that the report recommendations will lead to improved partnership working 

locally, stimulate discussion and action across the whole City. 

Peter Griffiths 

Acknowledgements 

Name       Organisation 

Ruth Cooke, Chief Executive    Midland Heart Housing Association 

Rob James, Service Director, Housing Transformation Birmingham City Council 

Inspector Dean Gordon     West Midlands Police 

Alan Moorhouse, Community Safety Co-ordinator Birmingham Social Housing Partnership 

1. Our Inquiry 

1a.Introduction and Background 

At the District Committee (DC) held on the 18
th

 September, 2015 we agreed our first neighbourhood 

challenge would be to examine aspects of anti-social behaviour (ASB) in Northfield. We set out to 

investigate how various agencies could co-operate to tackle problems more effectively to improve 

services and quality of life. 

It was agreed that Councillor Steve Booton would head the challenge and report back to the 

November DC. 
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At that DC, held on the 20
th

 November, 2015, Councillor Booton presented a ‘terms of reference’ 

and a work programme which were discussed and agreed by DC members present to include a 

timescale to facilitate a full discussion at the forthcoming DC, 22
nd

 January, 2016. 

1b.Purpose of the Challenge 

ASB is very costly to landlords, time-consuming and troublesome for the Police and can ruin 

residents’ lives. 

When undertaking this challenge we did not seek to change the world but rather to improve 

responses to ASB in Northfield in a practical, deliverable way. 

The objectives of this neighbourhood challenge are outlined as follows: 

• To improve performance in respect of dealing with ASB across all tenures by sharing 

information and working together 

• To use resources of the Police: social landlords; private landlords and the City Council more 

effectively 

• To share ideas and examples of good practice 

• To define what constitutes ASB; what it is and what it is not 

1c.Key Questions 

The initiative was framed around these five questions: 

• What partnership working would be of mutual benefit to all housing providers and help 

improve ASB performance? 

• How can information be shared more effectively to assist with improved performance? 

• How can early intervention, prevention and support be maximised across all housing 

providers? 

• What impact does ASB have on neighbourhoods? 

• What are the barriers to dealing with ASB effectively? 

1d.Expected Outcomes 

It was anticipated that collaboration on the challenge would lead to: 

• Happier and safer neighbourhoods 

• A more co-ordinated and structured approach to resolving ASB issues 

• A multi-agency approach to addressing ASB 

• The standardisation of protocols and procedures between housing providers and the Police 

as appropriate 

1e.Terms of Reference 

Terms of reference as follows were agreed to take the challenge forward: 

• The challenge would be enacted from September, 2015 – March, 2016 

• Councillor Booton to take the lead on the initiative 

• A verbal update report to be given to the November DC to agree  the terms of reference and 

work programme 
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• The work programme to consist of individual interviews; planning meetings with Northfield 

Council Officers and a workshop event with an update on progress to the January, 2016 DC 

• Councillor Booton to facilitate one-to-one meetings with senior housing association 

representatives and Superintendent Peter Henrick (West Midlands Police) 

• Councillor Booton to plan a workshop with representatives of West Midlands Police; BCC 

Officers and housing association partners 

• A draft report to be circulated to housing association and West Midlands Police partners for 

consultation prior to completion of the final report 

• A written report by Councillor Booton prefaced by Councillor Griffiths to be presented to the 

March 2016 District Committee 

2. Our Approach 
We approached the challenge in a spirit of co-operation, information sharing and the promotion of 

joint ideas. 

We are hoping that this initiative will lead to greater involvement in the DC by all partners associated 

with the challenge. 

The individual qualitative interviewing technique enabled us to establish where success was being 

achieved in ASB strategy; where road blocks were being met and how agencies thought they could 

be circumvented. 

Meeting and speaking to agencies on a one-to-one basis built trust and ensured that the workshop 

that followed on the 14
th

 January was led by those agencies working together with openness and co-

operation. This enabled new initiatives being fully scrutinised and obstacles to further progress being 

discussed and addressed. 

3. Evidence Gathered 

3a. Individual Interviews 

The interviews were conducted in an open, confidential style so that participants could bring their 

own ideas and thoughts to the table. Interviewees were: 

Superintendent P Henrick – Superintendent Local Policing Birmingham South Local Policing Unit 

Annette Homer –Director of Housing & Community Services,  Bournville Village Trust 

Kate Giles – Community Safety Officer – Bromford Housing 

John Downs – Managing Director – Circle Housing 

Evidence took the form of professional views based on data, organisation’s policies and practice, 

anecdotes, stories and reflection on new strategies and policy initiatives. While successful new 

initiatives were working they were not common knowledge across the sector: Insights were 

gathered that revealed a lack of commonality of approach. 
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3b. Workshop Event 

The workshop was attended by 28 participants drawn from BCC; a variety of housing associations; 

West Midlands Police and voluntary organisations. It was conducted via four breakout groups with 

individuals choosing which session they preferred to participate in (see Appendix A).  

3b(i).Group 1: Good Practice and Restorative Justice 

This session was led by Officers from Midland Heart Housing Association who employ a restorative 

justice strategy with ‘harmed’ and ‘harmers’, whereby a meeting is brokered between the two 

parties to decide how the ‘harmer’ can ameliorate the damage that has been done to the ‘harmed’. 

Officers also explained that they were looking at setting up a ‘Place’ Team and a ‘People’ Team. The 

Place Team would investigate low level ASB incidents such as littering; graffiti and how to manage 

the neighbourhood more effectively. It may also take on community issues such as debris generated 

by take-away restaurants for example. In contrast, the People Team would deal with early 

intervention in ASB cases to avoid escalation and take serious ASB cases through to court.  

3b(ii). Group 2: More Effective Ways to use Resources 

Bromford Housing Association Officers led this discussion. 

A full list of: what worked well, ideas for improvement and blockages that prevent us from using 

resources more effectively were discussed. 

Refer to Appendix A for more information.  

3b(iii). Group 3: General ASB 

This session was led by Officers from BCC. One interesting point of discussion was to do with public 

perception that Officers thought was much too high e.g. a simple neighbourhood dispute over 

parking issues. Officers felt that one of the solutions to this may be the use of video films made 

available to residents’ groups illustrating various scenarios around parking issues together with 

straight forward solutions to resolving them at neighbour level. 

The group also felt reaction from Officers to ASB should be a victim-focussed response rather than a 

‘one-size fits all’ approach. An example was given of loud music being played from a property which 

may have less impact on a young person living nearby but might affect the quality of life of an 

elderly person. Approaches therefore needed to be flexible.  

Other ideas suggested by the group were the use of triage to define ‘vulnerability’; ‘good neighbour 

agreement’; ‘the community trigger’ and on occasions, mediation. 

3b(iv).Group 4: Working Together 

Senior West Midlands Police Officers facilitated this group discussion focusing on inter-agency 

working. The main suggestion was a central contact point as this would be advantageous in many 

ASB cases.  

In addition early intervention was discussed and the group felt that this could minimise more severe 

problems and additional resources later along the line. 
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This group felt that the ‘Safer Communities Group’ should be revitalised and that SEGWEB needs to 

be regularly update with links being established with Social Services Mental Health Team and the 

NHS. 

3c.January NDC meeting on 22 January 2016: Neighbourhood Challenge 

Notes of this meeting are detailed in Appendix  B, including questions posed to witnesses and their 

responses. Introducing the challenge, Councillor Steve Booton, lead member for ASB Neighbourhood 

Challenge gave a verbal report to the DC from the ASB workshop event held on the 14
th

 January (see 

Appendix B). 

3d.Summary of Witness Evidence 

Inspector Dean Gordon from West Midlands Police 

Inspector Dean Gordon from West Midlands Police outlined that ASB in Northfield had been a 

priority for a number of years and that the Police had developed a clear strategy underpinned by 

partnership which is the key to success. Where criminal offences are taking place the Police will act, 

however, early intervention by the Police can sometimes prevent escalation.  

Re-establishment of the ‘Safer Communities Group’ is fundamental to ensuring that the Police are 

aware of the appropriate level of engagement that is necessary to resolve a variety of incidents. 

Ruth Cooke, Chief Executive, Midland Heart Housing Association 

Ruth Cooke, Chief Executive, Midland Heart Housing Association said that Midland Heart HA is one 

of the largest social housing providers in the West Midlands, having 35,000 properties in the region. 

At present they have 200 open ASB cases and over the last few years have evicted 12 tenants on 

account of ASB. Midland Heart is in the process of introducing two Teams, Place and People to deal 

with ASB perpetrators living in their properties. In partnership with West Midlands Police they are 

piloting a ‘restorative justice’ scheme (please see summary of Group 1 discussion in above section). 

Rob James, Service Director, BCC  

Rob James, Service Director, BCC told the DC that BCC receives approximately 40,000 calls associated 

with ASB each year. BCC utilise a risk matrix device in partnership with the Police to ascertain how 

best each case should be handled and they are working with 500 ‘troubled families’. The ASB, Crime 

and Policing Act 2014 introduced Community Triggers to enable victims to request a review of how 

their case was handled. Elected members will be advised on how to use this system and it will be 

more widely publicised.  

Rob thought that it was important to encourage and support witnesses of ASB to come forward 

without fear of reprisals. Again, Rob thought that partnership working was essential to successful 

resolution of ASB in the City. 

4. Findings  

4a.What works 

• Flexible tenancies 

• Police partnerships 
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• Birmingham Social Housing Partnership  

• Safer Communities Group 

• BSHP Housing Protocol 

• Task and Finish Groups 

• Good partnership networks 

• Restorative Justice 

4b.What does not work 

• Not all landlords request references 

• Loop holes in ASB procedures i.e. perpetrators keeping off radar for 6 months 

• Setting expectations too high – ASB needs to be clearly defined 

• Accepting what we can do and what we cannot 

• Relationship with ward Councillors – escalation of complaints 

• Not knowing who owns what property in Northfield 

4c.What could be improved 

• References should be taken up by all landlords working in the sector 

• The capacity for inter-agency information sharing including WM Police should be developed 

more fully 

• A cross-sector definition and protocol for responses to ASB at all levels needs working up  

• Councillor training on ASB procedures and protocols 

5.Recommendations and Tracker 

 

 Recommendation Responsibility Completion Date 

RO1 That WM Police take the lead in 

exploring options for the establishment 

of a multi-agency case management 

system for the investigation of ASB 

across all housing providers . 

WM Police December 2016 

RO2 Pilot the use of web chat to offer 

information and advice to tenants and 

share learning with other housing 

providers 

Head of Landlord 

Services – BCC Place 

Managers  

June 2016 

RO3 Housing policy be reviewed within BCC 

to consider the benefits of  all providers 

taking up references for new tenants as 

part of the drive to combat ASB 

Cabinet Member 

Housing 

November 2016 

RO4 Information on evictees and those on 

suspended orders is shared across all 

housing providers 

South Birmingham 

Community Safety 

Partnership /Safer 

Communities Group 

July 2016 
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RO5 The ‘naming and shaming’ of known 

perpetrators in the public arena as part 

of a wider communications strategy 

WM Police June 2016 

RO6 Improve sharing of good practice and 

information between partners through 

the Safer Communities Group  

BCC ASB Partnership 

Manager/WM 

Police/housing 

providers 

September, 2016 

RO7 Training on legislation related to ASB 

for all elected members in Northfield 

 

 

 

 

Training on policy and procedures to  

be offered by all housing providers to 

staff and stakeholders 

BCC: Head of Landlord 

Services; Democratic 

Services (Member 

Development 

Programme). 

 

Head of Landlord 

Services – BCC Place 

Managers; RSLs 

 

tbc 

 

 

 

 

 

 

tbc 

RO8  A ‘market place event’ in the Council 

House providing information on ASB 

and the ‘Community Trigger’ 

BCC Housing 

Transformation (Safer 

Places) 

October 2016 

RO9 That training is provided for all housing 

providers  to enable best use of 

SEGWEB, including regular updates etc.. 

BCC ASB Partnership 

Manager (Birmingham 

South) 

June, 2016 

RO10 That Birmingham Community Safety 

Partnership (BCSP) website be revised 

to include all named contacts in the ASB 

partnership network in Northfield 

Birmingham 

Community Safety 

Partnership (BCSP) 

September, 2016 

RO11 Establish better links with 

Neighbourhood  Watch to support ASB 

strategies, such as  early intervention 

WM Police; BCC Place 

Managers; local RSLs 

September, 2016 

RO12 Explore options for the development of 

trained volunteers to support action to 

address ASB issues, e.g. Restorative 

Justice project 

Birmingham Social 

Housing Partnership; 

local RSLs 

September 2016 

RO13 The development of a Restorative 

Justice project  in Northfield involving 

all partners 

Birmingham Social 

Housing Partnership; 

WM Police 

September, 2016 

RO14 Programme of quarterly workshop 

events in Northfield from June,2016 

(first one “Improvements across the 

sector”) 

South Birmingham 

Community Safety 

Partnership  

June 2016 ongoing 

RO15 Produce information through a variety 

of media (e.g.  videos, twitter, CDs) to 

raise awareness of residents and 

stakeholders  in respect of ASB issues 

Housing Providers; 

South Birmingham 

Community Safety 

Partnership 

September 2016 

RO16 Submit evidence to relevant Scrutiny 

Committees and advocate action to 

deliver improvements 

Executive Member, 

Northfield District 

Committee 

2016+ 
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RO17 To develop strategies to build 

confidence in witnesses and victims 

South Birmingham 

Community Safety 

Partnership 

tbc 

RO18 To explore options around all housing 

providers adopting a common ASB 

assessment matrix  

Birmingham Social 

Housing Partnership; 

South Birmingham 

Community Safety 

Partnership (see RO14) 

tbc 

6.Appendices 

6a.Appendix A: Notes from Workshop Event, 14.01.2016 

6b.Appendix B: NDC Minutes, 22.01.16 
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NEIGHBOURHOOD CHALLENGE/ASB WORKSHOP  
 

HELD ON 14 JANUARY 2016 AT NORTHFIELD LIBRARY 
 
 
 

ATTENDEES 

Cllr Peter Griffiths-Executive Member, Northfield District, Jonathan Antill-BCC Landlord 
Services,  Lisa Hopkins-BCC Landlord Services, Nigel Collumbell-Midland Heart Housing, 
Jo Beston-Sanctuary Housing, Lynne Bridgman-BCC Longbridge & Kings Norton Place 
Manager, Gillian Parkes-Circle Housing, Cllr Steve Booton-Weoley Ward, Jayne Windsor-
Price-BCC ASB Housing Officer, Michael McMillan-BCC ASB Partnership, Marcia 
Greenwood-Northfield Business Improvement District, Tracy Stafford-BCC, Wendy 
O’Malley-BCC Sheltered Housing, Winston White—Bournville Village Trust, M. Dolan?-
West Midlands Police, D. Gordon-West Midlands Police, J. Tandy-West Midlands Police, 
Bruce Pitt-Voluntary Sector, Jessica Wigley-Northfield Community Partnership, Cllr 
Randal Brew-Northfield Ward, Cllr Peter Douglas Osborn-Weoley Ward, Diane McCall-
BCC Housing, Carolyn Palmer-Midland Heart Housing, Sue Allen-Bromford Housing, 
Kate Giles-Bromford Housing, Cllr Debbie Clancy-Northfield Ward, Caroline Russell-
Viridian Housing; Derrick Scott 
 
 

 
 

NOTES OF DISCUSSION GROUPS 
 
 
1. Good Practice, Restorative Justice (Midlands Heart) Discussion Group 
 
� The group explored the difference between Restorative Justice (RJ) and Mediation 

and the reasons why RJ might be more effective in some circumstances.  The group 

noted the differences centred on the identification of the harmed and harmer but that 

in ASB cases such definitions can often be blurred. 
 

� The group discussed the use other housing providers outside of the project were 

making of RJ as a tool for tackling ASB.  The group acknowledged that the focused 

and dedicated resource for delivery of the project was an important factor to its 

success but were all keen to explore options that would make better use of RJ 

within their organisations. 
 

� The group discussed opportunities for future funding streams including a bid 

currently being prepared by the Police in conjunction with Birmingham Social 

Housing Partnership (BSHP) for funding from the Police Crime Commissioner. 
 

� Housing Officers working for BCC gave practical examples of where the project had 

assisted them in resolving cases of ASB and reasons from a practitioner’s 

perspective on why it was more effective than mediation.  It was noted that 

mediation was often delivered by someone independent to the ASB case officer who 

would only receive feedback on whether it was successful in finding a resolution or 

not but without details of the agreement which prohibited future monitoring by 

professionals. 
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� A question was asked on what reparation harmers were asked to make in cases.  It 

was acknowledged that reparation in ASB cases centred on the change to the 

person’s behaviour which had caused harm or distress rather reparation that you 

may expect through the criminal justice system, for example paying for criminal 

damage caused to property. 
 

� The group were interested to hear that the satisfaction levels of both the harmed 

and the harmer was high and that satisfaction was significantly higher than in other 

cases of ASB where RJ had not being used as an intervention. 
 

� The group discussed some of the practicalities of hold RJ conferences including the 

time taken to obtain consent to participate, the role of the RJ facilitators & housing 

officers in selling the concept and the locality of RJ conferences. 
 

� The group were advised that a mid-year report is currently in production that will 

answer in more detail questions about the impact of the project and some of the 

questions posed about whether it was particularly suited to a type of ASB or 

Customer demographic however anecdotal feedback suggests it can be an effective 

and efficient tool in a wide variety of case types and customers. 
 

� The group were invited to view a video on the project   https://youtu.be/GxSrD6hAMnM 

 

 
Restorative Justice Project – implemented by Midland Heart 
Questions over the different tools - How does RJ differ to Mediation? 
 
Defined types of ASB – not including Crime, Domestic Violence (DV) 
 
How do other RPs replicate this? 
Will training be provided to get people up to Level 2 standard? 
Police deliver the training. Currently the pilot is restricted to West and Central LPU. Police 
are currently putting a bid in to the Police and Crime Commissioner. 
Outcomes are due to be reported in June – mid-term review is currently happening 
 
Some people think that the RJ process is more joined up than Mediation as the Housing 
Officer is involved. 
 
CPF – both sign up to an agreement 
 
What happens if it fails?  -  Carry on with other ASB tools. 
What happens after agreement is reached - RJ team go back within 6 weeks of the 
agreement 
 
Not just 1:1 complaints, can be used across a range of age ranges. 
Target for resolution – 28 days 
 
RJ approach has identified that Midland Heart need to re-organise how they manage 
ASB cases.  MH team is 8 people ,50% split Housing Office & Police 
 
RJ works well as an early intervention but has also been successful with some 
entrenched cases. Costly model - 64k from PCC, 15k from CVHT 4 officers from WMP 
and MH contribution too. 
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2. More Effective Use of Resources Discussion Group 
 
 
 
 
  

 
Flexible tenancies 

& package 

 
WHAT WORKS WELL 

NOW? 

 
Safer Community Group 

website (SEGWEB), 
when it works 

 
Task & Finish Groups, 
e.g. Safer Community 

Groups (SCGs) 

 
BSHP – Rehousing 

protocol 

 
Birmingham Social 

Housing Partnership 
(BSHP) 

 
Police Partnerships, 

e.g. RJ 

 
Good Partnerships/ 

Networks 
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Jess Rickets to 

have access to this 

 
IDEAS FOR IMPROVEMENT 

 

Best Practice Sharing 
 

Trail Blazing 
Share success 

 
Education Support – going into 

 
Link to schools 

Birmingham Educational Partnership 

 
Don’t deal with low level 

ASB 

 
Train Councillors on 
what ASB is and all 
tools/approaches 

 
Develop capacity for this to capture 

and share all evictions 
Suspended Possession Orders (SPOs) 

Outright Possession Orders (OPOs) 
Injunctions 
Section 21 

 
Relaunch SEGWEB 
Pull in Probation and 
City Council cases 

 
Peer Audits of ASB 

cases between 
Registered Social 

Landlords (RSLs) and 
BCC 

Definition of ASB 
Set clear explanations 
as what we will deal 

with and what we won’t  
Mirror this across city 

Self-Serve 

City wide approach to 
what all RPs and BCC 
will deal with as ASB 

 
*Agree list with 

Councillors/MPs 

Use of Social media 
 

*Twitter 

Naming and 
Shaming of 
perpetrators 

References required for ALL 
 

BCC do not currently request 
references 

 
Contact Lists 
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Not all landlords 

request references 

 
WHAT BLOCKAGES 
PREVENT US FROM 

USING OUR 
RESOURCES 

EFFECTIVELY? 

 
Set expectations too high 
on what we can ‘police’ 
eg no ball games signs 

 
ASB 

 
What is it? 

 
Strip back what we accept 

as ASB 

 
Escalation of complaints to 
Ward Councillors & MPs 
Education programme for 

Members 

 
Loopholes in serious ASB 

perpetrators 
Keeping off radar for 6 months 

then re-apply for tenancy. 
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3. General ASB issues Discussion Group 
 
 

a) Demand 
 

Enable local residents 
Resolve 
e.g. use a video on parking etc 
 
 

b) Risk of Harm 
 

Key issue, How Vulnerable? ( BCC) 
 
Town Centre – Support Businesses 
 
BCC provide for businesses,  
e.g. street drinkers – police to lead 
 
Arrange meeting – Town Centre 
 
 

c) Mediation – Does it work? 
 

ASB – Police-has worked sometimes 
 Both parties need to be there 
Local people, eg Parish Council 
Trained 
 
Check vulnerable - check carried out 
Help  or say  No 
 
 

d) Options 
 

i) What is ASB 
Does mediation work? 

 
ii) Define vulnerable by triage 
 YES NO 

 
iii) Good Neighbour Agreement 

 
iv) Video on ASB issues, e.g. parking 
 
v) Use Community Trigger 
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4. Working Together Discussion Group 
 
Some key issues: 
 
IT; Other Agencies (SS), Devolving, Conflicting Priorities, Procedures. 
Mapping – Housing  

 
West Midlands Police – Case Study 
 
Brookley Gr  KN New Estate 
15-20 e-mails weekly 
 
Residents felt lack of support – WMP & BCC 
Neighbourhood Watch (NW) re-engaged and rejuvenated  
Reports  -  disjointed 
NW Co-ordinate complaints unless emergency 
 
1 Single Point of Contact (SPOC) – 1 Communication � WMP 
 
1 communication shared via Neighbourhood Watch (NW) � distributed to residents 
Then BCC to link up issues and problem families 
Partnership – WMP, BCC (ASB) (Tenancy Estate Management (TEM) (Rents) 
Youth Offending Teams (YOTs) 
 
More joined up working enables multi strategic approach. Impact when subjects see 
partnership working, has positive impact. Zone in on main perpetrators. Has real 
impact on those on fringe 
 
Intervention as well as enforcement to enable long term change of behaviour 
Linking up the work already happening 
 
IT solution (Data Protection) 
 
Re-housing – Issues with previous perpetrators 
Delays in communicating information 
 
Structure required 
 
Failing on ref. responses 
 
(Outcome) Perf Wise Dist Committee 
 
Receive failings reported in from RSL 
 
Re Landlord Services 
 
Safer Communities Group (SCG) under attended 
 
1 cap doesn’t fit all 
 
1st point of contact + Notes – important 
 
Utilising each partners speciality 
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To achieve positive outcome for community 
 
Information on who owns property – Collect this information + have central info 
 
 
 
Look at SEGWEB + Mapping + update maps 
 
Allocation policy consideration 
 
Tenancy references 
 
Social Services, Environmental Health/Mental Health, NHS etc 
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